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ON SOME PROPERTIES OF LONGITUDINAL AND TRANSVERSE 

COUPLED-BUNCH INSTABILITIES 

by 

Yukihide KAHIYA 

National Laboratory for High Energy Physics 

Oho-machi, Tsukuba-gun, Ibaraki-ken 305, Japan 

Abstract 

Some properties of longitudinal and transverse coupled-bunch 

instabilities have been investigated theoretically and computationally, 

mainly based on a rigid-bunch model. In this report, we will study 

Robinson's stability, sum rules of the instabilities and the cure of 

instabilities by producing the oscillation frequencies different from 

bunch to bunch, and also give the numerical examples for KEK-PF storage 

ring. 

KEYWORD: storage ring, accelerator, bunched beam, longitudinal 

instability, transverse instability, coupled-bunch instability. 
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1. Introduction 

In high-energy electron storage rings, the longitudinal and trans

verse coupled-bunch instabilities caused by high-Q Impedances would 

become more dangerous, while the effect of other impedances with low-Q 

would become less dominant. The longitudinal and transverse Instabilities 

of bunched beam have been investigated by many authors ~ , who have 

revealed the properties of both instabilities to a great extent. Among 

them, Pellegrini and Sands ' took a rigid-bunch model to study the 

longitudinal coupled-bunch instability caused by high-Q impedances in 

rf-cavities. They assumed that a bunch is a point-like and approximated 

by a delta-function. This assumption would be reasonable for high-Q 

impedances, since most of the objects with high-Q impedances surrounding 

the beam have their characteristic frequencies less than the bunch 

frequency l/ol.Cjj being the rms of time duration of bunch. This rigid-

bunch model simplified the mathematical analysis to treat the longi

tudinal instability and made the physical properties nor i clear than we 

use a 'soft-bunch' model, in the case of which we must solve a Vlasov 

equation and would need the complicated analyses and a large amount of 

computations. The analysis of Instability for the rigid bunch was 

reduced to solve a simple mathematical problem about a system of lumped 

oscillators coupled with each other through lumped electric circuits. 

In this report, we will extend the treatment by Pellegrini and 

Sands in order to study both longitudinal and transverse instabilities 

and to clarify sane properties of instabilities. We will use the rigid-

bunch model in all the following sections except a part of Sec. 4 and 

Appendix, in which sum rules of instabilities for the bunches with 

finite longitudinal lengths are derived by using Sacherer's Integral 

equation generalized so as to include the oscillation frequencies 
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Abstract 

Some properties of longitudinal and transverse coupled-bunch 

instabi1ities have been investigated theoretica11y and computationa11y， 

mainly based on a rigid-bunch mode1. In this report， we will study 

Robinson's stabi1ity， sum ru1es of the instabi1ities and the cure of 

instabilities by producing the oscillation frequencies different from 

bunch to bunch， and a1so give the numerical examp1es for KEK-PF storage 

ring. 

KEYWORD: storage ring， acce1erator， bunched beam. 10ngitudina1 

instability， transverse instability， coupled-bunch instabi1ity. 

1. Introduction 

In high-energy ell詑tronstorage rings， the longitudinal and trans-

verse coupled-bunch instabilities caused by high-Q impedances同 uld

become more dangerous， while the effect of other impedances with 1側・q

wou1d become 1ess dominant. The longitudina1 and transverse instabi1ities 

1・7)of bunched beam have bee円 lnvestigatedby many authors'-"， who have 

revealed the properties of both instabilities to a great extent. Among 

th師 ・ Pe11egriniand sands7) took a rigid-bunch mode1 to study the 

1ongitudina1 coup1ed-bunch instabi1ity caused by high-Q impedances in 

rf-cavities. They a5sumed that a bunch 15 a point・1ikeand approximated 

by a de1ta-function. This assumption would be reasonable for high-Q 

impedances， since most of the objects with hfgh-Q impedances surrounding 

the be訓 havetheir characteristic frequencfe5 1ess than the bunch 

freque叫 1/0't'σ'tbeing the rms of tfme duratfon of bun仇 T附 rlgid-

bunch mode1 51叩 1ifledthe mathematica1 ana1ysis to treat the 10ngi・

tudina1 instabi1ity and閥均 thephysica1 prop町 tiesmOr~ c1ear than we 

use a 'soft-bunch・mode1，in the case of which we剛 stsolve a V1asov 

equation and wou1d need the comp1icated ana1yses and a 1arge amount of 

computations. The ana1ysis of instabi1ity for the rfgid bunch was 

reduced to solve a simp1e math師団ticalprob1町Iabロuta system of lumped 

osci11ators coup1ed with each other through 1umped electric circuits. 

In this report，同 wil1extend the treatment by Pellegrfni and 

Sands in order tロstudyboth longitudfnal and transverse instabi1itles 

、andto c1arify some propertfes of instabflftfes. We wi11 use the rigid・

bunch model in al1 the fo110wing sectfons except a part of Sec. 4 and 

Appendix. in which sum rules of instabilities for the bunches wfth 

finfte 10ngitudina1 1engths are derived by using Sacherer・sfntegra1 

equation genera1ized so as to inc1ude the osci11atfon frequenci邑S
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different from bunch to bunch. In Sec. 2, the basic equations about 

both instabilities of bunched beam with unequal population of particles 

and different oscillation frequencies are derived, on which all the 

remaining sections rely to obtain the formulae and results concerning 

with rigid-bunch instabilities. In Sec. 3, the well-known Robinson's 

stability or instability is discussed without any approximation and we 

get the concepts of synchrotron oscillation mode and cavity mode. It is 

also shown that only the cavity mode becomes unstable above the phase 

stability limit. In Sec. 4, sum rules of both longitudinal and trans

verse coupled-bunch instabilities are derived. It is also proved that 

these sum rules are useful to estimate the strengths of instabilities, 

and that they impose constraints on the strengths, from which we can 

obtain simple criteria of both longitudinal and transverse coupled-bunch 

instabilities. In Sec. 5, we investigate the effect of the oscillation 

frequencies different from bunch to bunch on the instabilities and 

consider the feasibility of the cure of instabilities. 

For example, the frequency-differences of longitudinal oscillation 

are produced^y a rf-cavity driven at the frequency with a harmonic 

number different from that of the main accelerating frequency, and those 

of transverse oscillation produced by a rf-quadrupole driven at a 

harmonic frequency of revolution, respectively. It is shown that the 

cure by these methods is greatly effective to the case with many bunches 

as KEK-PF storage ring such that the average current of beam is high 

while the individual bunch current is low, i.e., many or all rf-buckets 

are filled up with particles. 

- 3 -

2. Basic equations of longitudinal and transverse coupled-bjwcjl 

instabilities 

In this section, we extend the analytical method of Pellegrini and 

Sands, who studied the longitudinal instability due to high-Q impedance 

by the rigid-bunch model, to the case of- both longitudinal and trans

verse instabilities such that the bunches are not equally populated and 

the oscillation frequencies of bunches are different from each other, 

but the bunches are assumed to be equally separated. We first describe 

the longitudinal instability in detail, while we next explain only the 

outline of the transverse instability since the treatment for the 

transverse instability is similar to that for the longitudinal one. 

2.1 Longitudinal Instability 

It should be here noted again that a bunch is no more considered to 

be a rigid bunch for a high frequency oj such thatwc: J>, 1 (for the case 

of KEK-PF,uj£27CXH.3 GHz). In the following. It is assumed that a 

bunch is approximated by a delta-function 8. Then, the stationary or 

unperturbed current of the k-th bunch is given as, 

W = SfeX S(t-£T-<mT) , {WJ 

where q. : k-th bunch charge , 

h : bunch number , 

T : revolution time 

The unperturbed current can be expressed in a more convenient form of 

Fourier series, 

I*<*)= Ifei>T f-^Kt -fk) ] (2-2) 
•n-=-oj s J 

- 4 -

B!sic equations of lonqitudinal and transverse couDled・bunch2. In Sec. 2. the basic equations about different from bunch to bunch. 

instabi1 ities both instabilities of bunched beam with un色qualpopulation of particles 

1n this section. we extend the analytical method of Pellecrini and and different oscil1ation frequencies are derived， on which all the 
Sands. who studfed the longftudfnal instability due tロhfgh-Qimpedance 

by the rigid-bunch model. to the case of. both longltudinal and trans-

remaining sections rely to obtain the formulae and results concerning 

with rigid-bunch instabilities. ln Sec. 3. the well・knownRobinson's 

8) stabflfty or fnstabiJityUJ is discussed withロutany approximation and we verse instabilities such that the bunches are not equal1y populated and 

the oscillation frequencies of bunches are different from each other， It i5 get the concept5 of synchrotron oscillation mode and cavity mode. 

We first describe but the bunches are assumed to be equal1y separated. a150 5hown that only the cavity mode becomes unstable above the phase 

the longitudinal instability in detail. while we next explain only the In Sec. 4. sum rules of both longitudinal and trans-stability limit. 

outline of the transverse fnstability since the treatment for the lt i5 a150 proved that ver5e coupled-bunch in5tabilftfes are derived. 

transverse instabil1ty is similar to that for the longitudinal one. these sum rules are useful to estimate the 5trengths of instabflities. 

and that they fmpose constraints on the 5trength5. from which we can 

Longitudinal instabfl1tv 2.1 obtain simple criteria of both lonqitudinal and transverse coupled-bunch 

It should be here noted aqain that a bunch is no more consldered to In Sec. 5， we investigate the effect of the oscil1ation installilities. 

be a rigid bunch for a hfgh frequencyωsuch thatl.Uot ~乙 1 (for the case 

ln the followfng. it fs assumed that a 

frequencies eifferent from bunch to bunch on the instabiliti旦sand 

of KEK・PF.ωと2iLX2.36Hz).consider the feasibility of the cure of instabilities. 

Then. the sta tiロnaryor 

unperturbed current of the k-th bunch i5 given a5. 

bunch is approximated by a de1ta-function S. For example. the frequency-differences of longitudinal oscil1ation 

are produced，by a rf-cavity drlven at the frequency with a harmonic 

number different from that of the main accelerating frequency. and those 
工h(t)=Zkfs(t-PT一帆T)

(2・1)of transverse oscil1ation produced by a rf・quadrupoledriven at a 

It is shown that the harmonic frequency of revolution. respectively. 
k-th bunch charge qk : 

h 

where 

cure by these methods is greatly effective to the case with many bunche5 
bunch number 

as KEK-PF storage ring such that the average current of beam is high 
re~olution t Ime T 

while the individual bunch current 15 low. i.e.， many or all rf-buckets 
The unperturbed current can be expressed in a同 reconveni ent fl白rmof are filled up with particles. 

(2・2)
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where UJ = 2TC/T : revolution frequency, 

Ik = qk/T : k-th dc current. 

If we assume that the k-th bunch is perturbed to the longitudinal 

direction byj., its perturbed current becomes, 

- -'LU}oTkIh j~TlMf> [-iU(U/flt -f'k)) (2-3) 
T I - - 0 0 

Here, in order to get the last expression, we make an assumption thatJV 

Is small enough to be n W T i , ^ ' . where n is the harmonic number to 

which the instabi l i ty is closely related. 

Putting 7 f t ^ % CCS (fyt +<f>k) <2-4) 

where "Tir : amplitude of k-th bunch, 

(J"j> : coherent synchrotron frequency (the subscript IX denotes 

the/i- th mode of coupled-bunch osci l lat ion), 

© k : phase of k-th bunch, 

we can get the expression of 1^ in the form of Fourier series, 

Tl=-03 

where the c c . in the rhs denotes the complex conjugate of the first 

term. 

Summing up all the perturbed currents of bunches, we can obtain the 

current of the/U-th mode of coupled-bunch oscillation, 

k=0 fc=0 71=-co 

- 5 -

where ^ ( ^ - f l j t - ( H * S f jfrj ^ -

As the Fourier component of voltage V(w) Induced by the perturbed 

current of bunch Is the product of the Impedance Z(u») and \[w) which Is 

the Fourier component of current, the induced voltage V(t) is given by 

using Eq.(2-6) as follows, 

whe-2 Z ~ = Z ( - n U J 0 - f l A ) . 

If we rearrange the rhs of Eq.(2-7) so as to explicitly express only the 

terms with positive frequencies, then V(t) Is written as, 

k=o n=i 

T denotes the complex conjugate of Z, 

and we use the property of longitudinal Impedance, 

We need the equation of synchrotron oscillation to derive the 

basic equation of longitudinal instability, 

IT " T ' T ; (2-8a) 

dt E } (2-8b) 

- 6 -

附ere刑 制'o-S?t)t-(ヂ笠+九). .蜘‘ revolution frequency， where W
O 

21r/T 

1" : q，，/T 
As the Fourlt:r component of vo1tage vGω) induced by the perturbed 

k-th dc current. 

current of bunch 1s the product of the Impedance Z~ω) and 1( .... ) whi ch 15 If we assume that the k.th bunch is perturbed to the longitudinal 

the Fourler component of current， the induced voltage V(t) is glven by 

V(t)= ーと。芝It?Rどれz~ R4' (-i払)tc.c
- R=O ?l=-∞ 

(2・3)

direction bY]k' its perturbed current becomes， 

l.nlt) = IRlt十了ρ-Ii!(t) 

、ー川九11¥芝仇似f[-i.札(同t一千R)]
"'.，.ー伺

(2・7)

:l ~=Z( ?1 UJo-~I.) . whe..~ 
Here， in order to get the last expression. we make an assumption thatJk 

lf we rearrange the rhs of Eq.(2・7)5白 asto expl1c1tly express only the 

terms with positive frequencies， then V(t) Is written as， 

VLt) =ー苧0211A2[明石叫(切)
~:O n=1 

(2・8)

F 

ー例zrw(イJ]
十 ('11Wo+ら)t-伊豆一九)
Z~=Z(1liJJot仏) J 

! denotes the complex conjugate of Z， 

J 
十 C.C. 

Is small enough to be nψIt<< 1， where n is the harmonic number to 

which the instability is closely related. 

7いえ∞s(Qメ十九)
ノ、
~k amplitude of k-th bunch， 

~ft: coherent synchrotron frequency (t岡 山cri州 d即日出

(2・4)Putting 

thψ-th mode of coupled-bunch oscl11ation)， 

o k phase of k-th bunch， 

where 

where 

弘小手!cIk 7~ [芝刊f[-i ((ω。-5Cp)t
n=ー∞ and we use the property of longitudinal lmpedance， 
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We need the equation of synchrotron oscillatlon to derive the 
where the c・c.in the rhs ~enotes the complex conjugate of the first 

term. basic equatlon of longitudinal lnstability， 
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Summing up all the perturbed currents of bunches， we can obtain the 

(2・8aJ

(2・8b)

J 

は一

E
U
一批

current of thヂ-thmode of coupled-bunch oscillatlon， 

ら(t)去iRr中ZIJK三e-i 1fþ.~十 C. c. ) (2-6 
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where \y : time derivative of the accelerating voltage. 

cH : momentum compaction factor, 

£ : energy of particle, 

andjjf is the energy gain per revolution due to the voltage induced by 

the beam. 

Here we neglect the radiation damping effect in order to make simple 

the derivation of the equations. We get from Eqs.(2-8a) and (2-8b), 

^ i + f r 7 1 - I - — = 0 J (WO) 

wherefT[| is the synchrotron frequency and£7. =d^e\l/ET. 

I f we assume that the impedance is localized at one place in the 

ring like a delta-function, the energy gain of the j?- th bunch is 

expressed as, + c o 

SE*-/T--eV(t)^S(t-fT~'mT>) 

in=-oo 

It should be noted that the above assumption is not an essential 

assumption, since in the following we consider only the slowly varying 

terms in the rhs of Eq.(2-ll). If we substitute Eq.(2-8) Into Eq.(2-ll) 

and remain only the components with the coherent synchrotron frequency 

O , the energy gain of thej(J -th bunch is written as, 

k=0 71=1 k n 

- ^4 + ^ [ r l T 2 L C^)^ ( ^ t+^ ) ]+c . c . . (2-i2) 

Substituting Eq.(2-12) into Eq.(2-10), we can get the basic equation 

for longitudinal coupled-bunch instability as follows. 

- 7 -

(-#+w% # £**£? lK*r^4 

where Z ~ ' 2 ( 1 1 1 % - ^ ) 

(see below for the meaning of the complex conjugate of^J, 

O : synchrotron frequency of the£ -th bunch, 

and we newly put 3j = X gLr-i. 

As noted in Sec. 1, Eq. (2-13) is the equation of the eigenvalue problem 

(its eigenvalue £7and eigenvector rr ) for a system of lumped oscillators 

(bunches) coupled through a lumped electric circuit (Impedance Z(u>)). 

It should be also noted that in the above derivations we implicitly 

assume the eigen-frequency£2„to be real. It is however ease to sxtend 

the real ST^to a complex number, if we consult the proposition that any 

function of 57/t
aPPeare<' ln tne equations be an analytic function of 

£~l , the discussion about which is omitted here. From the fact that if 

f(z) is an analytic function then f(z) is also analytic, the expression 

of Zn for,$?£can be deduced. It should be further noted that when we 

o L > 0 means the damping of oscillation, 

and 

(jU 4 ° means the instability. 

It would seem that this condition conflicts with an usual condition such 

that Imid> 0 indicates an instability and conversely ImuX. 0 a stability, 

when e"1 dependence is assumed. However, It Is ease to see that this 

is a mere appearance, as we can apparently settle the discrepancy if we 

take the complex conjugate of Eq. (2-13). 

- 8 -

where ψtime derivative of the accelerating叩 ltage.

0( momentum compaction factor. 

E: energy of particle. 

and S~ is the energy gain per revolution due to the vロltageinduced by 

the beam. 

Here we neglect the radiation damping effect in order to make simple 

the derivation of the equations. We get from Eqs.(2-8a) and (2・8b).

ZT z n包』」土三ι=0
五五1""uL J I E T } (2・10)

where白 isthe synchrotron fr岡田町 andsz.2 =d， eV/ET. 

If we assume that the impedance is localized at one place in the 

ring like a delta・function，the energy gafn of the 1.・thbunch 1s 

expressed as， ..."" 

Stfl./T-= -e V (t)乞S(t-千丁一刊T)
m=-∞ 

一平色)芝抑〔ー州ωot一子1.J] . (2-11) 
明¥=-ω

It should be noted that the above assumption is not an essential 

assumption， since in the fol1owing we conslder only the slowly varying 

terms in the rhs of Eq.(2・11). If we substitute Eq.(2・8)1ntロEq.(2・11)

幻'/.L' the e附 gygafqoTthd-th bunch ts written s h  
f‘白ぞ H ・h-' 00 _・ 1 

ðCJl.l丁=子。ど'I~7k I: r nZ~仰U巴町長-;.)+íぬt+~~
民=0 7¥::1、 11

42:抑[千盆(h-.e)十i(QJlt+九)J十C・C・・ (2-12)

Substituting Eq.(2・12)into Eq.(2・10)，we can get the basic equa~ion 

for longitudinal coupled-bunch instability as follows， 

-7 -

(崎将jzzpzどzA51η[Z~ ~7-f f2:ill川
-z.噌・.l.x.J}r.ユ冗4穴 1i 

代什 tτ一(R-iJJ，1

where ζ-='l.川-p'fl-)

Z乙むqよ:=宅l('T凶 o十臼印J、Jドf口r勾仏A叫L{re

口r~訂qJ:=Z(何伺叫切附，+"t写~J 伽 Q仏μc州 ex，
(s同臼悶eebω  伽 t恥her町m附n陪悶1陪問e鎚削ar

5白~o: synchrotron freque叫 ofthei -th bunch， 
h ヘ !tI.
and同 newlyput ~ = 7i eιr..e 

(2・13)

As noted in Sec. 1， Eq. (2斗3)is the equatlon of the eigenvalue problem 

(its 印刷t吋~and eigenvector ?i )伽 asystem of lumped oscil1ators 

(bunches) coupled through a lumped electrlc clrcult (impedance Z~ω)). 

It should be also noted that in the above derlvatlons we implfcitly 

間 umethe eigen-fr叫 Je町 51)l.to be re札 It1s however ease to ~xtend 

the real [;2)μto a c卿 lexnumber， If we consult the propo批 10nthat any 

function of 5iμappeared i n the問uat10nsbe an analy山 function0“ f 

5令~弘レtι/.1.'υ， 伽 disc託…E
f巾(作z)いi5 an an向 tfcfunction then市ii5 a150 analytic， the開閉山n

of z;向rS?).(.伽 bed蜘札It伽Jldbe further noted that附enwe 

put [;2μ:::. Redt)仏+i今、 J

cえμ)0 means the damping of oscillatfon， 

and 

むく omeans the fnstability. 

It would se師 thatthis condftfon confl1cts wfth an usual condftfon such 

that 1mω> 0 indfcates an instabllity and conversely 1mωιo a stabf1ity， 
-11ωt 

when e-'-' dependence is assumed. However. it is ease to see that this 

is a mere apDearance， as we can apDarently settle the dfscrepancy ff we 

take the cロmplexconjugate of Eq， (2-13). 
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For an example, we consider the case that the bunches are equally 

populated (J^ = I/h for all k's, I being the average dc current of beam) 

and have a same frequency (a"?£ = ift for ally's). In this case, we can 

put7k ~7 ^?(}jrkp) • from the condition that the mode pattern of 

oscillation should be periodic around the circumference of ring and the 

motion of one bunch be looked as equivalent to that of another bunch. 

If we assume that the strength of instability is weak, t h e f ] ^ can 

be approximated as. < T ^ = (Refty + 2i(^Re£? - <fy.2*s ^ [ + 2 i c ^ ^ . 

where we replace Re,fj> with •$?«. 1" tne 1ast expression for brevity. 

Then Eq. (2-13) becomes, ~ft. 

-zXf^»-4>JJ (2-14) 

In the summation of the rhs of Eq. (2-14), only the n with the relation 

that n +/( = hra remains in the first term and only the n with the 

relation that -n +/C = hm in the second term, respectively. Replacing 

S i n i n Z withSc, we get the expressions for the qrowth rate and the 

frequency shift, 
.2 

and X is the imaqinary part of Z. 

Eq. (2-15) is identical to the result obtained by Pelleqrini and Sands, 

which is useful to estimate the strenqth of the longitudinal coupled-

- 9 -

bunch instability for the rigid-dipole oscillation. 

2-2 Transverse Instability 

It is clear that the chromaticity has no concern with the trans

verse Instability, if we assume a bunch to be rigid and a point-like in 

the longitudinal direction. Therefore, the effect of chromaticity on 

the transverse instability would be small under the condition that the 

characteristic freifiencv of impedance U) is less than the bunch frequency 

1/flV and the chromaticity frequency W r also less than l/(j-t (see Sec. 4 

or Appendix). In the case of KEK-PF, t u ^ ^ 27C X 260 MHz (optics 15, 

and uncorrected horizontal chromaticity), which Is low enough compared 

with 1/fl-i « 27CX-2.3 GHz. For this reason, we do not put any con

sideration on the effect of chromaticity in this subsection. He further 

assume a riqld-dioole motion in the transverse direction, as usually do 

so. 

The equation of transverse or betatron oscillation of bunch is, 

£§+K(s)x=Fcs), (2-16) 

where x denotes the deviation in the horizontal or vertical direction 
9) 

from the equilibrium orbit and the other notations have usual meanings ' . 

I f we assume that the impedance Is localized at one place in the ring as 

in Sec. 2.1, F(s) 1s written by using Lorentz force as, 

Puttinq f = f9*1 /2x and <f> =j-4§- • and substituting Eq. (2-17) into 

Eq. (2-16), we can get, 

tf?+V " ~ 27t P W 2 - ^ (2-18) 

- 10 -

For an example， we conslder the case that the bunches are eQual1y 

popu1ated (lk = I/h for a11 k's， 1 belng the average dc current of beam) 

and have a same frequencv (S(ぇ=S? for alJ f.・s). 1n this case， we can 

put7k =れ押(i子ゅ)・ fromthe condition that山岡depattern of 

osci11ation shou1d be periodic around the circumference of ring and the 

motion of one bunch be 100ked as equiva1ent to that of another bunch. 

日時 assumethat the str剛山山bi1ityi5叫・ t叫ム can

be approximated 払ロム=(Re~;J:t+叩e~~勾ぽ+刊号tL'
川悦 replaceRe~with 幻p. in the last expression加 brevity.

Then EQ. (2・13)becαnes， "f1r . 

(.æ-~-2iら似合e+Lτ片:
=謡EF子7fl1[fパ伽(l~~Ptヂ1(ゆ

'11=1 k"l 

-l~ 9.tp(手目0]) . (2・14)

In the 5un首nationof the rhs of Eq. (2-14)， only the n wlth the re1ation 

that n +ノ~ = hm remains in the first term and on1y the n with the 

re1ation that -n +戸 hmin the second term， respective1y. Rep1acing 

5(p in Z川 th5(， we get the帥閉山nsfor the qr側 thrate and the 

一...2 
_ 

00 ~ 

ぱμ=器完r[ ~~hrm-ß)応ー (hm-h+;t)り
('¥ ecl. Wg. ~ ，.. ~ 

'" 
".- ， ..+、bが=ー夜召~IL~((h引っμ)X+(hm-h1戸)X 江ふ15)

ー仰=1
• ~ 

where R-= Rel((hm-)()ωo-~) ) R+=Re~((h十htfl)ω。十日.)，
and X i5 the imaQinaryロartof Z. 

Eq. (2・15)is identical to the resu1t obtained bv Pe11earinl and Sands， 

which is usefu1 to estimate the strenQth of the longitudinal coupled-

-9・

bunch instabi1ity for the rlgld・dfp01eoscf11atfon. 

2-2 Transverse instabi1ity 

It is clear that the chr白川laticftyhas no concern with the trans-

verse lnstabl11ty， if we assume a bunch to be rlgfd and a point・Hkein 

the 10ngitudina1 dlrection. Therefore， the effect of chromaticity on 

the transverse lnstabi1ityωuld be sma11 under the conditfon that the 

characteristic frernency of impedanceωfs 1ess than the bunch freQuency 

1/crt and the chromatlcity fr閃 uencyωS
a1s日 1essthan 1/O't 

(see Sec. 4 

or ADpendix). ln the case of KEK-PF，ω苦匂 2π)(2印刷Z(ODtics 15， 

and uncorrected horizontal chromaticity)， whfch 1s 101'1 enouQh compared 

w1thl伺勾 2r.::x2.3 GHz. For this reason， we do not put州 con-

sideration on the effect of chromatfcitv in thls subsectlon. 胎 further

aS5ume a riqid-diDo1e motion in the transverse direction， a5 usua11y do 

50. 

The equation of transverse or betatron osc111at10n of bunch 1s， 

J?-X. . 1/ ，...，，， _ ，-
E宝+κ(S)X=FCS) (2・16)

where x denotes the devlatlon ln the horizontal or vertical directlon 

from the equi1ibrium orbit and the other notatlons have usua1 meaningS
9). 

If we assume that the impedance Is 10calized at one p1ace in the rln9 as 

in Sec. 2.1， F(5) 1s wrltten bV using Lorentz force as， 

IEHrxlB F(s) ::一万E一=~(t)ð(S) 
(2・17)

12.. __" .J. _( d.S PuttinQ 7 = ~ 
-I/<.X and <f =J予百・ andωbstftuting Eq. (2-17) lnto 

Eq. (2-16)， we can get， 

京+ん長内吃elR~
r R 

(2・18)
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where g : beta-function, 

y : betatron tune. 

The dipole moment dfc of the transverse oscillation of the k-th bunch is 

written as, 

X^pHKt-frOj , 
/ri=-oo 

where y,: normalized betatron amplitude of the k-th bunch, 

O : coherent betatron frequency ( -th mode). 

The dipole moment of theix-th mode 1s given by sumninq up all the dipole 

moments of bunches as follows, 

h-i / i-l +W 

dMit>Y ^ ^ I h i l ^ - 1 ^ ^ (2-20) 
where ^" = ( T l a » 0 - ' f ^ ) t - ( ^ M +^>b) , 

Since the Fourier component of G(t) is proportional to the product of 

the transverse impedance Zi(u))and the Fourier component of the dipole 

moment as, 

e Fourier series of I we can get the Fourier series of G(t) by using Eq.(2-20), 

d 
If we approximate $ in Eq. (2-18) to be <j> • lU0t + $>, $ , being -

2Ki/h for the £-th bunch, we can obtain the basic equation for the 

transverse coupled-bunch instability in the same manner as in Sec. 2.1, 

xaxp(-j~-(h-i)) (2.21) 

where Srl^ls the betatron frequency of the ̂ -th bunch, and we newly put 

y to be Yfl = \ e I and W o to be U/j » U/ 0V (the betatron frequency 

iX/g could be different from bunch to bunch, but we assume here that the 

frequency-differences are small enough so that we can put the betatron 

frequencies of the bunches to be all equal in the rhs, i.e., £2n = uJg). 

For an example, we assume as in Sec. 2.1 that the bunches are 

equally populated and have the same frequency uin . and the effect of 

the impedance is weak. Then we can qet the results analogous to Eq. 

<2-15>> o too 

in=-Cb 
or, 

where we use the property of transverse instability, 

The sign of oL has the same meaning as that of Sec. 2.1, 

din? 0 indicates that the motion is stable, 

and 

Ĉ U. ^ 0 indicates that the motion 1s unstable. 

- 12 -

where s: beta-function， 

νbetatron tune. 

The dipole moment d
k 
of the transverse 05c111at1ロnof the k-th bunch 15 

ten払 y 〈 t(61ι十九)
cÅ~(t) = x( t) I¥;!(t) :=. pY2"7

R 
eL 

I.
LJ

';P 

ノ、

+00 ・守

メ~ D'XP l-iη(ω。t-fph)J』

111= -00 

whe同九:問n山 edbetatron amplit帥 ofthe k-th bunch， 

5勾吟仏命~弘レ札u..: c∞0仙伽h

(2・19)

T恥hed仰1ゆp口山le巴mo畑剛叩me附n限邑n附Iはtof t凶h号りψメμ.I.-t山hm悶odωei旬s9引1糊 by 刊『町t同n問qu叩pa刊11t蜘he巴d創i榊刷仰附le巴

剛耳訓nentsof bunches as follow陥s，

11-1 ，. h-' +-00 

dμ(ゅi:~(t) =ßY2L 1λr ~p( -i.1J-;)ノ{同)
民包U R::O -'11==ーω

whereれ=(穴ω。ーらL)t-(雫也吋R) • 

5ince the Fourier COrn閃nentof G(t) ;5 orロportionalto the product of 

the transverse ;mpedance ZJlUω) and the Fourier component of the df po 1 e 

rr旬mentas， 

G仲信1...L{ω)d(ω) J 

we can get the Fourier 5erie5 of G(t) by using Eq.(2・20).
，，1}.， h-I T肉

仔印刷(仕ωりか)ご」‘112工;工
」ρ\;.o t~=o 仇和~-的

If we approximate p in比 (2-18)to be o ..ω。t+九・凡 be1ng・

1. TC~/h for the足-thbunch， w色 canobtain the basic eQuation f口rthe 

tran5verse coupled-bunch instabil;ty in the 5ame manner as in 5ec. 2.1， 
: "，_'". h-I +伺

(-吋十日JJ也=表日pFl ~I~1('R I ~1.. (側。ー仏)
k=O 句::-CIl 

k似 p(苓担(R-.t)) ， 

-11 -

(2・21)

where白to15 the betatron frequency of the 1. -th bunch， and we newly put 
，、 J、，-，

'1i. to be "7.Q. = ~i e河川 ω~tobe u.台 =ωロν(the betatron freq削 cy

UU~ could be different from bunch t白 bunch.but we a5sume here that the 

frequency-d1fferences are smal1 enough 50 that we can put the betatron 

freQuencie5 of the bunche5 to be all削 1in the山， i. e.. ぬ =ω~) ・

For an ex訓 ple.we assume as in 5ec. 2.1 that the bunches are 

eQually∞pulated and have the 5ame frequency Ws' and the effect of 

the impedance i5 weak. Then we can Qet the re5ults analogous to Eq. 

(2・15)， 

d..).t. =者集芝凡((刊川町一ω。)
仰之唱ω -

4寸法芝メL((側同ω。ーω~) ) 
干'11¥:-0:>

同

九l=去最LR.ょ((相htp.1"ν)ω。)， 
. - l'拘>>::-拘

.tl. 6句弓仏吋~弘4札ι
where we use the property of tran】sverse1n5tab111ty， 

1(ーω)=一五可.
The 51 gn of d.μhas the same mean;ng a5 that of Sec. 2.1， 

~ > 0 indicates伽 tthe motfon 15 帥 le，

and 

cえメAくo indlcates that the motion 1s un5table. 

-12・

(2・22)



3. Robinson's stability 

In this section, we consider Robinson's stability and Instability 

that are related to the accelerating mode of the rf-cavity. It is 

assumed here for brevity that the bunches are equally populated and have 

the same synchrotron frequency 5 2 (tT2j> = Si for ally's). We put the 

harmonic number of accelerating mode to be h' (h' = ph, p beinq a 

inteqer). As we here consider only the acceleratinq mode, i.e., only 

the effect of the accelerating impedance In rf-cavitv (n that n = h' 

in Eq.(2-13)), only the fundamental mode (J*.= 0) remains, and further 

the effect of the other impedance is assumed to be ignored. Then we get 

the equation of Robinson's stability from Eq.(2-13), 

.1 

(3-1) 

where Z is the impedance of the fundamental cavity mode. 

Putting that t f0h / = UJrr (rf-frequencv), 

and noting that ft2(=tU?) = o C e V / E T = ^ ^ V W^ET , 

where 6 =-?T"~?U [<f>. '• synchrotron phase and usually { t ^ K ^ y ^ l . 

then from Eq.(3-1) we have, 

The impedance Z for an unloaded cavity ' i s written as 

Z0 IT. Zo I 

(3-2) 

7 ^£0. 2 
2 U>-U)0+ir 2 \~i$0 

where Z is the shunt impedance R h , 

and - = 2 Q <a^Hk 

and for a loaded cavity, we have the impedance 

- 13 -

Rsh/2 ! 

where Q is the couplinq coefficient, 

" " " f ^ f t t - V >^L being Q.L = ^ / ( l + ? ) . 

The ^ for a tuned cavity i s , 

' V(tfp) TS > 

where H* is the tuninq anqle. We can then obtain the usual formula of 

Robinson's stability from Eq.(3-1), if we approximate,^ in Z as£2. 

^m^-0^2VCM<p ^ R ~ R ̂  ' 

fe«ffl..-5£gfrcx++x-), <»' 
where XTOS1O>0 m e a n s t n e s tabi l i ty and R* and X are given by. 

p± _ RshA L- y± Rsh/2 5± 
a j 

"* s±-st^-«* 
We next consider the case without this approximation. If we out, 

then we can get from Eq.(3-2), 

i - ^ - 2 5 S 

and noting that 5 = ^ / ^ ^ ^ j - , we h a y e . 

(|-z2;[(, + i fzf+f2j=r2/^2^ . (3.4) 

Eq.(3-4) is an algebraic equation of the fourth order with respect to z, 

that is, the equation of the coupled motions about the synchrotron 

- 14 -

3. Rob;nson・sstabH;ty 

In this section， we consider R畑binson・sstability and fnstabilfty 
8) 

that are related to the accelerating mode of the rf-cavfty. lt 1s 

a55umed here for brevity that the bunches are equally populated and have 

the same synchrotron frequency 51 (51 J. = EJ 伽 all~'s). We put the 

harmonic nu仙 erof accelerating mode to be h' (h・ph，P be;nq a 

inteqer). As we here consid町 onlvthe acceleratinq同 de.i.e.， only 

the effect of the acceleratlng impedance in rf・cavitv(n that n = h' 

in Eq.(2・13))，only the fundamental mode ~い 0) ret"刷ns，and further 

the effect of the other ;mpedance ;5 assumed to be ignored. Then we get 

the eQuation of Robfnson's stabilitv frαn EQ. (2・13)，

4わ[;2.2.:話器w;1 h I [l. --l r ] } 
(3・1)

where Z is the impedance of the fundamental cavity mode. 

Putting thatWoh'= ω下手 (rf-frequencv)， …tfnμMtt(fd)d悦ァ:::O{e匂 V州全T，
where十全ーち{良 sy川 rotron凶aseand usua川島民税}.

then from Eq. (3・1)we have， 
.，.、屯.2

一吋吋+白¢ユ=諸3ドI[ケz二一Z司つ 臼

伽 e z-:: Z [ω干上ー位。]) 

z+=z[ωr千+否。]. 
The impedan屯e1. for an unlロadedcav1tyl0) 15 wr1tten a5， 

Z~己主ι ir _ 'Zo_' 
2ωーω。+i，ーユ I-i ~o J 

where Zo i5 the 5hunt 1mpedance R
sh 

and τ。=2Qoザ p

and for a loaded cavity， we have the imDedance 

-13 -

Rshl2 
Z勾 Tヰr I-l子 1

where f3 i 5 the c叫1fnqcロefficient.

. ω ，1: -ωp 
ana 5叫 l '~c ~ J Q.L b州 Ql ::乱。/CI十戸). 

The 5 for a tuned cavity ;5， 

'S = -tAm.1jI -=-よ長!LAUn，弘
V(ltO>ιa 

where Y' is the t川間町山・ Wecan then obtain theωal fonn山。f

Robin抑 )'sstabilitv from EQ.(3・1)，ff同 approximate9
0 

fn Z asQ. 

Mod詰(日十)J 

ReA52o= -')~~ch (x++x-) J 
u 2VCdaO 

(3・3)

where 1 m6?o>O mea附 thestabilfty and R土andX% are gfven by. 

R土:&必-:-:-:::-;; X土ー色h企 S:!:
+ f3 I + 3: } " -I + s 十s.f"

d l": _.，... -' 2Q.L 
5"+ ::: 5'土百ZLω'S . 

We next consider the case without this approxlmatlon. If we put. 

i!:=白。バ11pz2QLJ23S=」ー忌ha
' 一同-) v-v仰や 1+f3

g+l=-iS「 l-lj
l -1:':: i(雪-71.) l+i(s+1z)J 

or， 

， _~2= 之宮 5
~ -(1+ Prz)立十 52

and no出 g伽 tS = '5/2~込) we have， 

(I-Z2)s/+片山52J= s2/4n句s
(3・4)

EQ.(3・4)1s an algebrafc equat10n of the f白urthorder with respect to z， 

that 15， the equatfon of the coupled motiロnsabout the synchrotron 
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oscillation (J.l) and the induced voltage (V", V+) 1n rf-cavity, 

which are coupled through the impedance (Z*, Z ). It should be 

noted that we have used an approximation such that Z is written as 

Z = Z n / ? -ir/f UJ -a) fif)'' nowever even *f we use no approximation and 

so we have an algebraic equation of the sixth order, the two excessive 

roots have almost no connection with the stability since a rf-cavity has 

generally a large Q-value. 

When we put"5 to be zero, that is, when the beam current is zero, 

we immediately get the obvious solutions of Eq.(3-4), 

x-±l , 

z » i/7 • 

One of the former two solutions is the synchrotron frequency normalized 

by itself and another is the negative synchrotron frequency, and the 

latter is related to the damping of the accelerating mode due to the Q 

in rf-cavity. Therefore, the two solutions or roots that derive from 

the former as we increase the beam current from zero may be called the 

synchrotron oscillation mode and the two roots that derive from the 

latter may be called the cavity mode. It can be understood that the 

root of the cavity mode has the rf-frequency (jjr, +S"£z in the rf-

cavity. When f is small, i.e., the beam current is low, we can put z 

of the synchrotron oscillation mode to be 

E = I+S S C|SSI«I) , 

and then we can obtain the approximate expression of the imaginary part 

of £ s from Eq.{3-4), 

7?^ 17C-2 £ 
X^S* Ai^fA^^)1 ~ (1 + 72)2 ^ l > (3-5) 
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and also putting z of the cavity mode to be 

z- i /7+ V7 +$c (ISC I« I ) , 
we can get, 

T £ ~ ^ - ^ I 2 

^ p s O n 2 - ) • (3-6) 

I t should be noted that from Eqs.(3-5) and (3 -6 ) , we can show the 

following reasonable relat ion, 

ImSs + ~L$C ~ 0 . 

In the general case, Eq.(3-4) can be numerically solved on a 

computer. The Kerner's method has been used for the numerical computa

tion and the convergence of calculation has been estimated by the Smith's 

method '. The numerical results are shown in Fig, 1 to Fig. 3. The 

parameters of Case A correspond to those of Case I in Table I, which are 

extracted from the various PF-operat1onal parameters used In the past, 

and Cases B to 0 are shown as references. The phase stability limit 

indicated in the Figures is a criterion given by the following conditions; 

if the 5 satisfies, 

fe^s>5 , cr <Ps>\f[ , (37) 

then the phase motion becomes unstable . One derivation of this 

criterion is given as follows; 

putting s = iz in Eq.(3-4), we have, 

5 (3-8) 

12,13) 
Here we can use the Hurwitz criterion that every root of the equation, 

4 3 2 a 0 x + a i x + a ? x + a,x + a. = 0 

has the positive real part, 
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oscillation (7. i) and the induced vol tage (V¥V+) 1n rf-cav1ty， 

which are coup1ed through the impedance (Z-， Z+). It should be 

noted that we have used an approximation such that Z i5 written as 

"F. :"1.
0
/2・iF/c.w-Lザ.r);however even if we use no approxi耐 ionand 

so we have an alg巴braicequation of the sixth order， the two excessive 

roots have almost no connection wlth the stability since a rf-cavity has 

general1y a large Q・va1ue.

¥lhen we put3 to be zero， that is， when the beam current 15 zero， 

we immediatelY get the obvioU5 solutions of Eq.(3・4)，

Z::士I) 

:z::.グ7・

One of the fo円官官rtwo solutions is the synchrotron frequency norn沼 lized

by itself and another is the negative synchrotron frequency， and the 

latter is related to the damping of the accelerating mcde due to the Q 

in rf-cavity. Therefore， the two solutions or roots that derive from 

the former as we increa5e the beam current from zero may be ca11ed the 

synchrotron oscil1ation mode and the two roots that derive from the 

latter may be called the cavity mode. lt can be understood that th量

root of the cavity mode has the rf-freqωncyωrf +Qz in the rf-

cavity. When ~ i5 small， f.e.， the beam current is 1ow. we can put z 

of the synchrotron oscil1atlon mode to be 

Z =: I十dS C¥Ssl くく I ) 

and then we cdn obtain the approximate eメpressionof the imaglnary part 

。fd
s 
from Eq.(3・4)， 

マ菅2 ~_ 7"2 
(1十マ2.?ーム

マ ~2
1m ~~~ヮ 2 叫

明 ~2.~(I+ マユ).L (3・S)
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and a150 putting Z of the cavity mode to be 

z.νマ十育/'7十九 (15c|〈〈 l)3

we can get. 

ーマ ~2
IrnS 、一一一一 内

相 c-4Ítn2. ~S (1十72f
(3-6) 

。に r2

It shou1d be noted that from Eqs.(3・5)and (3・6).we can show the 

fo110wlng reasonab1e relation， 

Imds t ~ðc ~ 0 

In the general case. Eq.(3・4)can be numerfcally solved on a 

computer. The Kerner's method has been used for the numerfcal computa-

tion and the convergence of calculation has been est1mated by the Smith・s
method 11). The numerical results are shown in Fig. 1 to Fig. 3. The 

parameters of Case A correspond to those of CaSe 1 in Table 1. whlch are 

extracted 什 側 thevar・lOUsPF-operattonal parameters used fn the past， 

and Cases B to D are shown as references. The phase stabilit}' limit 

indicated in the Flgures 15 a crlterlon glven by the fo110wlng conditions; 

if the s.: satfsfies. 

九>I Y'I 白r恥合〉吉 J
(3・7)

10) 
then the phase motion becomes unstable'V! One derivation of this 

criterion is gfven as fo!lows; 

putting s = iz in Eq.(3・4)，we have， 

可ユS4十2マ53+(，十戸十ザ )52十 275 十 1-~2. wt2.~S = O. 
(3・8)

12.13) 
Here同 canuse the Hurwitz crfterion -ihat every root of the equation， 

4 ， _ ..3 ， _ ..2 
aox. + a，x-+ a

2
x-+ a

3
x + a

4 
= 0 

has the positive real part. 
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if 

and 

1* a 2* a3 

H i = 

a 4 > 0 

a l a 3 - - • 

a0 a i 

. a . 

al 

y 0 (i = 1~4) 

where ^ f o = " for k < 0 

or k > 4, 

(In this case, only the condition that H 3 ^ 0 is sufficient). Then we 

can obtain £q.(3-7) from a.y 0 and also H 3 > 0. 

From Fig. 2, we can see that the frequencies of cavity-modes become 

zero before the P reaches the stability limit. This situation can be 

more clearly seen by showing the roots in a root-locus diagram as in 

Fig. 3. Case A in Fig. 3 shows that two different roots of cavity-modes 

meet at a value of 5 U confluent point) between ^ = 3.8 and £ • 3.9, 

and then separate into two non-oscillatory modes (that is, we have two 

different damping times), from Fig. 3 we can also see that the cavity-

mode becomes unstable at the f above the stability limit, while the 

synchrotron oscillation mode is always stable. In the case that <f> » 

90 degrees, both modes are stable for any finite value off. This can 

be seen from the fact that in the limit when f goes to infinite, the 

finite roots (i.e., cavity-mode) can be obtained from Eq.(3-8) as, 

S*-7/f2-±i/$ (see Fig. 3). 

From the numerical values of Case I in Table I, we have, 

and then we get the damping time of synchrotron oscillation mode from 

Fig. 1, 
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/ 

7~ S.jL X |o' •Z.ISO/JL5 f o r I = 100 mA , 

7 « A^XIO1 V *0/<-S For I * 200 mA . 

In this case, i t can be seen from Fig. 1 that at the current less than 

200 mA, the damping time of synchrotron oscillation mode is almost 

inversely proportional to the square of the current. When the current 

becomes about 400 nA, the damping time of synchrotron oscillation mode 

is about ICtis and then becomes almost equal to that of the cavity-mode. 

The frequency-shifts of both modes in Case 1 are given as follows; 

for synchrotron oscillation mode, 

« 6% for 1 = 150 mA 

~10* for I = 200 mA , 

and for cavity-mode, 

i"=2?r.A 5 kHz for I « 150 mA 

<«2ttA S.8 kHz for I » 200 mA . 

We can discuss the Robinson's stabil ity in the case of the f in i te bunch 

length in the same manner as the above. However we do not treat this 

case since the effect of the f ini te bunch length fs very small for the 

accelerating mode (see the discussion about the finite bunch length in 

Sec. 5 ) . 

4, Sum rules of longitudinal and transverse instabil it ies 

In this section, we derive the sum rules of the strengths of both 

longitudinal and transverse instabi l i t ies. The sum rules can be easily 

derived, however these rules wil l be very useful for the simple estima

tions of the instabi l i t ies, and especially in Sec. 5 we wil l find that 

these rules are powerful tools. We f i rs t derive the sum rule of the 

longitudinal instabi l i ty, and secondly that of the transverse instabil i ty. 

We also discuss about the sum rules in the case that a bunch has a 

AfyK 
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a，・ a2・a3，a4> 0 
J<:::: !J-.タXIO'匂 IrDPS

7符 I・戸5XIOI:芯手0ノt$

for 1 = 100 mA ， 

for I実 200mA 
and 
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a. a 1 Y3‘・i.i-J ') 0 (1 = 1"'4) 

In this case， it can be seen frω1 Fig. 1 that at the current less than 

200 mA， the damplng time of synchrotron o$ci11ation mode is a1most 
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inversely proportional to the squ也reof t~e current. When the current 

where %=0 for k < 0 

or ，，> 4， 

becomes about 400叫， the damping tfme of synchrotron osclllation mode 

is about19μs and then becomes almost叩 alto that of the cavity-m山.

lhe f同 quency-sh¥ftsof both modes ¥n Cas睡 1are g¥ven as fo"刷 s;
(In this case. only the condition that H3::> 0 is sufficient). Then we 

can obtafn tQ.(3・7)from d4> 0 and also H3') o. 
From fig. 2. we can see that the frequencies of cavity-modes become 

zero before the 5 reaches the stability limit. This situation can be 

more clearly seen by showfng the roots fn a root~locus dlagram aS in 

Fig. 3. Case A in Fig. 3 shows that two different roots of cavity・modes

meet at a value of ~ (a conf1uent point) between S = 3.8 and ~ " 3.9， 
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for I = 200 mA . 

and for cavity-mode. 

I ~2~^ 5 kHz 

A日1匂 2?t...5.8胸

for 1 • 150 mA 

for 1 " 200 mA 

and then sep温rateinto two ocn・oscillatorymodes (that is， we have tWD 
We can discuss the Robinson・sstabil1ty ln the case of the finite bunch 

length in the same manne~ as the above. Howeve~ we do not treat this 

different damping times). Fr仰 Fig.3 we can also see that the cavity-

modc becomes unstabJe at the .fabove the stabjJjty limlt， whlle the 

sym:h川町、 oscli'利口nmode 'Is前'fiays公的，'e・¥nthe Cil.se th抗争s事

90 de9rees， both ¥¥¥od色sare stabl色 fol'any fi"ite value of f. lhis Can 

be seen fr捌 thefact that fn the limit when f goes to fnfinfte， the 

finite roots (i.e.， cavity-問 de)can be obtained from Eq.(3・8)as. 

case since the effect of the finite bunch length 1S very small for the 

acceleratfng mode (see the dfscussfon about the ffnfte bunch length fn 

Sec. 5). 

~ = 7.何学 R153I C骨'AJ
/ 

4. Sum rules of lonQitudinal and transverse instabflities 

ln this section， we derlve the sum rules of the strengths of both 

longitudinal and transverse Instabilities. lhe sum rules can be easily 

derived. however these rules will be very useful for the simple estima-

tions of the instabilftfes， and especial1y in Sec. 5 we wil1 find that 

these rules are powerful tools. We first derive the sum rule of the 

longitudinal instability. and secondly that of the transverse fnstability. 

We also discuss abロutthe sum rules fn the case that a bunch has a 

s::::-~今之玄 i./s (see Fig. 3). 

From the numerical values of Case 1 in Table 1， we have. 

and then we get the damping time of synchrotron oscil1ation mode from 

Fig. 1. 
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finite length (the derivation of them is given in the Appendix). 

4.1 Longitudinal sum rule 

Eq.(2-13) can be rewritten as the next matrix form. 

Here the (£, kj-eleraent of the matrix A is, 

11=1 

and the^P is the diagonal matrix, 

fl» '^ft, ° 
0 -Slu-0 

and the y is the vector T = (7o ?i } , 3f._i) » where the super

script T means the transpose of vector. 

We now assume that the difference of the eigenvalue jT^from the syn

chrotron frequency is relatively small, and that the frequency-difference 

Trom bunch to bunch is also relatively small, so that we can replace 

t h e 6 t » i n the element of the matrix A with the average synchrotron 

frequency. Then Eq.(4-1) becomes the equation of the usual eigenvalue 

problem for a matrix. Since the trace of a matrix is equal to the sura 

of the eigenvalues of the matrix, we can immediately obtain the following 

sum rule from Eq.(4-1), 

I f we assume that the growth rate d\u is much less than the real part of 

Mefyj.Cc^Refyj. and that f^Si^Q^Sll'^Si is the average 

- 19 -

synchrotron frequency), then the imaginary and real parts of Eq.(4-2) 

become, 
.2. 00 

'•^^ifjnL-U t*Z)*2SllAfyjL , 14-3) 
2.7E.E n=| >*• 

where the/i/£2udenote the frequency-shift. Therefore we can obtain the 

sum rule of the growth rates and that of the frequency-shifts, 

0 (4-4) 

these sums only show the simple sum of the growth rates and that of the 

frequency-shifts in the case that the bunches have the same synchrotron 

frequency and are equally populated (see Eq.(2-15). However the above 

derivation shows that, even if the synchrotron frequencies are different 

from bunch to bunch and the bunches are not equally populated, these 

sums keep nearly constant. 

In the case of the finite bunch length, it can be also shown that 

we have the same form as Eq.(4-4) for the sura rule if we replace the 

Impedance with the impedance multiplied by a factor F, (see Appendix). 

This factor F̂  may be called the bunch form factor and is defined as, 

Ft = F, O) = 2J*p C-x;i, cx)/x , 
o 

where X.-iflO') . 

The sum rule for the general mode number of m also become the same form 

as that of the dipole mode (m » 1) if we replace W in the impedance 

with mui and use the bunch form factor F_ multiplied by m, 
S m r J 

• 20 -

finite length (the derivation of th朋 isgiven in the Appendix). 

4.1 Lonqitudina1 sum ru1e 

旬、(2・13)c削除 rewrittenas the next matrix form、

(A +[2)JJ = Q) 1J 
Here the (i. k)-element of the matrix A iSt 

仏=砦t2ZK三竹〔市p千!1(k-JU

一 (z川平lO~-.e.) ) 
and the 6p i 5 the di叩 nalmat山.

ルド202l O 1 
L 0 '. .s1h-t) 

(4-1) 

and the l' i s the vector Y : (70 I 'Jj)・ー-} Jh-t ) T. where the super-

script T means the transpose of vector. 

We…s鵬 伽 tt仙恥h加edi仔附附f行f

chro刀otronfrequency is relatively small ， and that the frequency-difference 

rrom bunch to bunch is a1so re1ative1y smal1 ， so that we can rep1ace 

the Qj.(. in the ele附 ltof the matrix A with the average synchrotron 

frequency. Then Eq.(4・1)becomes the equation of the usual eigenvalue 

problem for a matrix. Since the trace of a matrix is equa1 to the sum 

of the eigenvalues of the matrix， we can immediately obtain the foll刷 ing

sum rule from Eq.(4-1)， 

Zぽτ芸主fふ[1，ょ-zLlfνを!日;
ドo.. .R. =0 

(4・2)

If we assume that the growth rate c(μis much 1ess than the real part of 

the f2j-l (ら《烏Q)・andthat Re~<:::.SヤR匂(.f? is the average 
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synchrotron frequency). then the frr町 inaryand reaJ parts of [q.(4・2)

betome. 

祭主5Iち(尚一R;)合ぬ日外叫旬以外 p

n=1 /-4 

当日2工ち(x';;t" Xよ)む日l l.~ιJ
27tE w， 

(4・3)

where the t1Q，μde附 ethe freQuency引1ft. Therefore we can obtafn the 

sum ruJe of the growth rates and that of the freQuency-shifts. 

z;もお識も(刊)
(4・4)

EA恥ー虫FE戸 ( 川 )• 
A.=O ..ル'-Uι71:'

these sums only show the simple sum of the growth rates and that of the 

freQuency-shifts in the case that the bunches have the same synchrotron 

freQuency and are equally pロpulated(see Eq.(2・15)• However the above 

derivation shows that. even if the synchrotron frequencies are different 

from bunch to bunch and the bunches are not equa11y popu1ated， these 

sums keep near1y constant. 

In the case of the ffnfte bunch length， ft can be also shown that 

we have the same fonn as Eq.(4-4) for the sum rule jf we replace the 

impedance with the impedance mu1tip1ied by a factor Fl (see Appendix)・

This factor F1 may be ca11ed the bunch fon百 factorand is defined as， 

日=日仏)=2卯 P(-X) I， ("x.) /x. 
where 工三('11.σ)2.

The sum rule for the general mode number of m also become the same form 

as that of the dipole mode (m = 1) if we replaceω's i n the i mpedance 

wlth mws and use the bunch form factor F m mu1tiplled by m， 
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™Fm = m-FmM = 2™ -««pC-x;ifflW/x. 
Since the bunch form factor depends only upon x and is independent from 

the other machine parameters, this factor is an universal factor. 

Figure 4 to Fig. 6 show the bunch form factors for m = 1 to m = 3, and 

also show two cases that (f = 0.695 mrad (PF case) and (f - 2.0 mrad in 

order to see the effect of bunch length, though as noted in the above, 

two cases can be coincided with each other if we use the different 

scales of the p. We can easily show that F, becomes unity in the limit 

when fjf approaches zero and then we recover the case of the rigid-bunch 

model. We can see from the Figures that in the case that the bunch is 

very short compared with the circumference as PF-storage ring, the 

dipole mode would be more dominant while the higher mode be less dominant, 

especially in the case of the impedance with high Q-value, since the 

characteristic frequency of such impedance would be relatively low. 

This argument would justify that we may mainly use the rigid-bunch model 

to investigate the instability. It will be however useful to write down 

here simple features of the bunch form factor, 

and then 

F,(0) - 1 

Fm(0) = 0 for m 7 1 

and using the asymptotic expansion of Im, 
m' .2 

If we use the asymptotic expansion even for x between two extreme values, 

we can rewrite F (x) as a suitable form, 
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fcw.^x*-,(-*£•> 
m"""' " 42 

and then we have a rough estimation of the maximum of F (x). 

at X ~ T 0^2) . (4-5) 

We now show two examples that the sum rule is useful. Let us 

assume that only one mode is unstable due to a narrow band impedance. 

Then the sum rule implies that we could equally distribute the growth 

rate into all modes in some way and then the growth rate of the unstable 

mode would decrease by a factor of the bunch number h (see Sec. 5). The 

next example is the case that a bunc* has the finite length and that all 

the synchrotron frequencies are same and the bunches are equally populated. 

In this case, we can obtain the simple criterion of the longitudinal 

instability similar to Eq.(2-15) from the sum rule of (A-26), 

"Fjivk+Ar) 
<n=-a> 

-mel^o 

. _ , , - - „ - - ... (4_fi) 

*Fm((nht/<.)<r) . 

4.2 Transverse sum rule 

Since we can discuss about the sum rule of the transverse instability 

in the same manner as Sec. 4.1, we briefly describe the formulae with 

regard to the transverse sum rule in the following. We can obtain the 

sum rule of the transverse instability from Eq.(2-2?), 
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机凡1= mFrn. Ci)::2伺 ~p(ーズ)Imtχvぇ.
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Since the bunch fonn factor depends on1y upon x and is independent from 

the other machine parameters. this factor is an universa1 factor. 

Figure 4 to Fig. 6 show the bunch fonn factors for m ; 1 to m ; 3. and 

a1so show two cases that cr ; 0.695 mrad (PF case) and σ， ; 2.0 mrad in 

order to see the effect of bunch length. though as noted in the above. 

two cases can be coincided with each other if we use the different 

sca1es of the p. We can easily show that F
1 
becomes unity in the 1imit 

附enσapproacheszero and then we recover the case of the rigfd-bunch 

model. We can see from the Figures that in the case that the bunch is 

and then we have a rough estimation of the maximwηof Fm(X)， 
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We now show two examp1es that the sum ru1e is usefu1. let us 

assume that on1y one made is unstab1e due to a narrow band impedance. 

Then the sum rule imp1ies that we cou1d equal1y distrlbute the growth 

rate into a11 modes in some way and then the growth rate of the unstable 

mode would decrease by a factor of the bunch number h (see Sec. 5). The 

next examp1e is the case that a bunc、hasthe flnite 1ength and that all 

the synchrotron fr明 uenciesare same and the bunches are equally populated. 

ln this case. we can口btainthe simp1e criteriロnof the 10ngitudinal 

instabi1ity similar to Eq.(2-15) from the sum ruleロf(A・26).

-m.eI，以ω2+∞，
ホ=夜E否:'=0L R((伺h+jt)ω。十m.ws)

'I'l"'-∞内 A

λらt( (句ht)A)，σ)

1""¥ -?I1eI~ω22…、
州=石古が{印刷UJo+if1tWs)

><Pm ((例hνJoZJ.
(4・6)

very short compared with the circumference as PF-storage ring. the 

dipole mode would be more dominant while the higher mode be less dominant. 

especially in the case of the impedance with high Q-value. since the 

characteristic frequency of such impedance would be relatively low. 

This argum飢 twould justify that we may main1y use the r・igid-bunchmodel 

to investigate the instabi1ity. It wi11 be however useful to write down 

here simple features of the bunch form factor. 

， V" ... :骨1-1

χ→o 月n('X:)→布(全)

and then 

and using the asymptotic expansion of Im' 

-.れ /47TILl1
χ→∞ ， F1Tl(x)→Z宕X '-U-iてー十・ー j 

4.2 Transverse sum ru1e 

5in司:ew官 candiscuss about the sum rule of the transverse instability 

in the same manner as 5ec. 4.1. we brfef1y describe the formulae with 

regard to the transverse sum rule in the fo11owing. We can obtain the 

sum rule of the transverse instability from Eq.(2-21}， 

If we use the asymptotic expansfon even for x between two extreme va1ues. 

we can rewrite Fm(X) as a suitable form. 
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h-l to (31 + t o 

In the case of the f in i te bunch length, we also have the same form as 

Eq.{4-7) i f we replace the impedance with that multiplied by the bunch 

form factor F0, 

F0=**pC-x)I0Cx) , 

where X « ( ( « n - ^ ) < r ) a . 

In the case of the higher mode number of m, we use ?iu;0+life+muis for 

the argument of the impedance, and have the bunch form factor F , 

Figure 7 to Fig. 9 show the bunch form factors for m = 0 to m » 3, and 

two cases that (f = 0.695 mrad (PF case) and C = 2.0 rarad. We can 

easily see that the form factor Fg becomes unity in the limit when Cr 

approaches zero and we again return the case of the rigid-bunch model. 

From the Figures we can also see that the zeroth mode (transverse rigid-

dipole mode) would be dominant than the higher node in the case that the 

bunch is very short. The other features of the bunch form factors are 

as follows, 

X—> 0 , 

X—>oo f 
and 

F0(0) 

Fm<°> 

'm 

'in 

* l . 

= 0 

Cx; 

0 0 

T71* v 2. ' 

—?• —— (i — ^atzi + ) 
V2TCX U 8X } ) 

for m ^ 1 , 
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_ ; i 0.2.»2 

at x«-m a ( w s i ) . <4-8) 

The transverse sum rule is also applicable to the example similar 

to the f i r s t example in the last part of Sec. 4 .1 , and the growth rate 

of the transverse instabi l i ty would be able to descrease by the factor 

of the bunch number (see Sec. 5). In the case that the betatron fre

quencies of a l l bunches are same and the bunches are equally populated, 

we have also the simple criterion of the transverse instabi l i ty from the 

sum rule of (A-41) and from (A-43), 

iu BT "t"00 

<V = rffte I! JtifahWtoo + Wp + rnu*;) 

^ ( ( f l f i t A - J / c f ^ j 
^ UJ„BT +0° 

*fy = 47 t t f t Zl *JL(Cnht/O W0 tU£ tinujs) (4-9) 

5. Decoupling 

In this section, we consider the effect of the frequencies dif

ferent from bunch to bunch on both longitudinal and transverse insta

bilities. As the preceding sections, we study mainly the case of the 

zero bunch length, however we can easily extend this study to the case 

of the finite bunch length and also to that of the higher mode (see 

below). In this section, we assume that the impedance has a narrow band 

such that only one spectrum can produce the instability, and further 

assume that the spectra of the Impedance which work as the stable effect 

is negligibly small. We first explain the decoupling for the longi

tudinal instability and secondly that of the transverse instability. 
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h-¥ .. t:JT +∞ 
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In the ca5e of the finite bunch length， we a150 have the same form as 

'171UF~ l l -2会主主
孔・r1r!><:; J五百石1 守n 内

at X諸制'2 (仰さ1). (4-8) 

(4・7) The transverse sum rule is also applicable to the example similar 

to the first example in the last part of Sec. 4.1. and the growth rate 

of the transverse instability would be able to descrease by the factor 

of the bunch number (see Sec. 5). In the case that the betatron fre-

quencies of all bunches are same and the bunches are equal1y populated， 

we have a150 the simple criterion of the transverse 1n5tability from the 

sum rule of (A・41)and from (A・43)，

Eq.{4・7)if we replace the impedanc~ with that開ultipliedby the bunch 

form factor FO' 

九=附pC-:x.)工。(ぇ)， 
where 

月71-抑(-X)Im(χ) . 

ゅ=法務Zfム((ηhψ)ω'0+ ω~+mws)
xら1( (旬hがt-r/d.l"σユ)) 

uLRT "1'0。
4=ZWeZ二CL((叫が)同均十例)

弘山((怖がι-5#)包σ2). 

(4・9)

In the case of 印刷hermode number of m， we useηω。+咋川崎for

the argument of the impedance， and have the bunch fonn factor Fm' 

Figure 7 to Fig・9show the bunch form factors for m = 0 to m = 3， and 

two cases thatσ= 0.695 mrad (PF case) and σ=  2.0 mrad. We can 

easily see that the form factor FO becomes unity in the limit when ~ 

approaches zero and we again return the case of the rlgld-bunch model. 

From the Figures we can also see that the zeroth mode (transverse rigid-

dipole mode) would be dominant than the higher mode in the case that the 

bunch is very short. The other features of the bunch f白rmfactors are 

5. 虫旦盟日盟

χー→ o ， Fm C:;()→赤(壬)mp
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In this section， we c白nsfderthe effect of the frequencfes dff-

ferent from bunch to bunch on both longitudinal and transverse insta-

bilities. As the preceding sections， we study mainly the case of the 

zero bunch 1ength， hロweVerwe can easfly extend this study to the case 

of the finite bunch 1ength and a1so to that of tne hfgher mode (see 

be1ow). In this section， we assume that the imp~dance has a narrロwband 

such that only one spectrum can produce the fnstability・andfurther 

assume that the spectra of the fmpedance which work as the stab1e effect 

is neg1igibly sma11. We first exp1ain the decoupling for the 10ngi・

tudina1 instability and second1y that of the transverse instabilfty. 
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5.1 Longitudinal case 

Under the above assumption, we can get the following equation from 

Eq.(2-13). 

where 

Zu "-Z^H^/J . 
Putting 

then we have from Eq.(5-1), 

* L - f i t ^ = 0 (5.2) 

Multiplying both side of Eq.(5-2) and summing up from 0 to h-1 with 

respect to thej?, we have the basic equation of the decoupling. 

This equation may be called the dispersion relation for the decoupling. 

Here it should be noticed that this dispersion relation is similar to 

the usual dispersion relations for the instabilities in which the 

integration is used instead of the summation of the rhs of Eq.(5-3), 

however the property of the dispersion relation of Eq.(5-3) is quite 

different from that of the usual one. In this case, so called Landau 

damping cannot be produced by the frequency-differences, even if the 

number of bunches becomes infinite. For we pay attention to the motion 

of the individual bunch with different synchrotron frequency, which in 

the usual case corresponds to the motion of the individual particle in 
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a bunch, however in the usual case we do not concern with the microscopic 

phenomena but with the macroscopic phenomena of a bunch or all bunches. 

If we assume that the difference between the eigen-frequency £iu 

and the synchrotron frequency <JX and also the frequency-differences are 

snal" enough to be able to put, 

an ' if we here consider only the case that the bunches are equally 

populated (I* = I/h for all ^'s) in order to make simple the representa

tion, then the dispersion relation for the decoupling (Eq.5-3) becomes,^ 

2 , , h-i I 

e=o *CX °V<- • (5-4) 
, . f o t e < ^ T] J_ y —'.— 

It shou.J be here noted that this dispersion relation can be also 

applicable to the case of the higher mode, If we multiply the Impedance 

by the bunch form factor. This applicability can be easily proved as 

follows; multiplying (A-21) by rJ (pr) and Integration with respect to 

T, then using the assumption in the first part of this section we can 

get the similar form as Eq.(5-2) except the denominator in the rhs if we 

look upon the integration ( Rtz(r)Jm(PT)rd.r a s % and we use the 

impedance multiplied by the bunch form factor. Therefore we have the 

dispersion relation with the same form as Eq.{5-4) in the case of the 

finite bunch length and the higher mode. 

Putting 

and 

*&l/&l = <*•£ , A^u/fi » Z , 

we have the normalized dispersion relation from Eq.(5-4) 
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5.1 LonQitudinal cas~ 

Under the above assumption. we can get the following equation from 

Eq.(2・13)， 

~，J ll IJ/2・(-.R; ..-QJ)7.e"対五I仰 ZVFF千里(R-1U]， (川

where 

z，: :: l ['1lUJo十九J. 

え=JR咋 (-2ft時)
.' 

トir出 2

司)芝
l

品/(得-4)
司、』九』民

=0 (5・2)

Multiplying both side of Eq.(5・2)and summing up from 0 to h・1wfth 

respect to thej. we have the basic equation of the decouplfng， 

l-rdeω2手 143
ー

I.i
=LL宝石EIl乙n)ιd-M

(5・3)

This equation may be cal1ed the dispersion relat10n for the decoupling. 

Here it should be noticed that this dispersiロnrelation 15 simflar to 

the usual dispersion relations for the instabilities in which the 

integration is used instead of the su悶nationof the rhs of Eq.(5・3)，

however the property of the dispersion relation of Eq.(5・3)f5 quite 

different from that of the usual one. In this ca5e， sロcalled Landau 

damping cannot be produced by the frequency-d1fferences， even if the 

number of bunche5 becomes infinite. For we pay attention to the motion 

of the individual bunch with different synchrotron frequency， which in 

the usual case corresponds to the motion of the individual particle in 

-25・

a bunch， however in the usual case we do not concern wfth the mfcroscopfc 

p"enomena but wfth the macroscopic phenomena of a bunch or all bunches. 

If we assume that the 州 erencebetween the向 en-fr叩 encY51μ

and the synchrotron fr川.

smal' enough to be able to put， 

ρノt<+ b2，.e令2G"? ， 
an ・ifwe here consider only the case that the bunches are equally 

populated (~ = I/h for al1 R..・s)in order to make s1叩 lethe representa-

tion， then the dlspers;on relat10n for the decoupllng (Eq.5-3) becomes'J 

J=i[誠司r]岩ギ写7
(5・4)

It shou.J be here noted that th1s dispersfon relation can be also 

applicable to the case of the hfgher mOde， ff we multiply the impedance 

by the bunch form factor. This applfcab11fty can be easily prロvedas 

foll側 s;multiplying (A・21)by rJm(pr) and integration with respect to 

y， then using the assumption in the first part of this section we can 

get the 5“叫1m耐目目M刷lぱ川t口larf，向ロrm胃ma尚5E臼q.ぺ{“5-2幻)e似xcωepμtthe d白eno、w白町omπm耐n1吋fれ旬na団at旬白rin the r内hsif w同E 

1凶oω帥oku仰 t恥hei川n川te附 f伽o仰njfRdt{r叫{作Pη吋

impedance multip凶lie凶dby the bunch form factor. 

as ~ and we use the 
Therefore we have the 

dispersion relatfon with the 5ame form as Eq.(5・4)in the case of the 

finite bunch length and the higher mode. 

Q且=日+d幻2 ， S"2)l = 5"2 +dQμ 

and 

ArJ2i..!&日 =aJl ， AQp/日=~

we have the normalized dispersfon relat10n from Eq.(5・4)
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L T ) h t o °-l-1 ' (5-5) 
where . o „ -? + 

, . , i ae^o 71 Zn -

and i t is assumed that the A S ? « i s small enough so that the S\tin Z 

can be replaced with the average frequency^ 1 even i f the impedance has 

a narrow band, and then we have. 

The following qualitative properties of the dispersion relation can 

be easily derived by examining Eq.(5-5). 

( i ) In the case that a l l the synchrotron frequencies are same, that i s , 

<Xn= 0 for a l l y ' s , we have 

I - m A S ? a = ^ £ , f t J (see (2-15)). (5-6) 

(ii) If the ajj is assumed to be uniformly distributed at a distance of 

c and we further assume that R e Z * 0 for brevity, and 2 a — 1 £ 

( G «- C ) • tnen we nave 

Li Z_ nc ii 
Therefore we have, 

Y + iX 
l t * h * (5-7) 
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The growth rate decreases by a factor of h as compared with the case of 

( i ) (see sum rule in Sec. 4). We may call this situation as the state 

of decoupling, and especially in this case (when the growth rate is by a 

factor of the bunch number as small as the case of ( i ) ) we may call such 

a situation as the ful ly decoupling state. Even i f f f e Z ^ O • but i f 

l R e Z | « h C • t n e n we n a v e ^so t n e above growth rate. 

( i i i ) In the case that the a- is uniformly distributed within the range 

- A d ^ a ^ A O . . and | j m z | ^ 4 a > we c a n replace the summation in Eq.(5-

5) with the integration, 
,AO. dx 

'=0^2ilf 
-AO. 

and then we have, 

where we should take one of the branches of the logarithm such that the 

value of logarithm becomes -XI when z apptoaches -Oi. 

Solving the above equation with respect to z, we have, 

Z'^co^fvTIX") • Y + i X ' • (5-s) 

In the limit when |(Y-t-iX)/AO.|»| . we have, 

and we return to the case of (i). 

(iv) If we write the dispersion relation as Y + iX = g(z), and further 

if we spread out the frequency-differences by A times, then the disper

sion relation becomes, 

Y + iX=Afr(z/A) . (5-9) 
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1=[刈暗示τ
where 

ioi.eω3引Z57
y・十iX="4πE5C2 1 

J 
(5・5)

and it is assumed that the Ll~μis small enough so that the 51μn Zn+ 

can be replaced with the average frequency.sc， even if the impedance has 

a narr・owband， and then we have， 

z; = z[叫+日J. 
The following qua1itative properties of the dispersion r官lationcan 

be easily derived by examining Eq.(5・5).

(i) In the case that all the synchrotron frequencies are same， that is， 

α~=Oforalli ・ s ， we have 

or 

2=-Y-iX } 

.，. A 0 _ -d.eu?a-η十
上帆“UL)J.・ 4花E62 ム (see (2・15))• (S・6)

(ii) If the a~ is assumed to be uniformly distributed at a distance of 

c and we further assume that Re:i!:.... 0 for brevity， and ~ ~ -i.t 

， then we have 

Ztz=古+込

立吃定
例守口

Therefore we have， 

、-if 

Y+i.X 
Lt. ~ ーーー一一ー一ー一

h 

古 hTz古+I定(l-AZ)
'11.キD

(5・7)
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The growth rate decreases by a factor of h as cα司paredwith the case of 

(i) (see sum rule in Sec. 4). We may call this situation as the state 

of decoupling， and especially In this case (when the growth rate is by a 

factor of the bunch number as small as the case of (i)) we may call such 

a situation as the fully decoupling state. Even if ReZ平o，but if 

/ReZf<<..hc ，then we have a1so the above growth rate. 

(iii) In the case that the a;t is unfformly distributed within the range 

-ACl ~α~~A Cl， andllm21~.1a.・ we can replace the summation in Eq.(5・

5) with the integration， 

戸、(t.Cl d.x 
f= 1γ+iXI ，，:~ ¥ -:;;一一一LJ'L")2AQ) X-Z 

--.40.. 

and then we have， 

2 Ao./tγ+ix)=tバl-Aa.)パZ+Aω ， 

where we should take白neof the branches of the logarithm such that the 

va1ue of logarithm bec口mes ベ~i when z apptoaches ・01.

Solving the above equation with respect to z， we have， 

Z:: Aa. CCtK. (す長) (5・8)

In the lin巾 whenI (Y+i)()Jt.o..l>>f ， we have， 

z=-Y-iX J 

and we return tロthecase of (i). 

(iv) If we write the dispersion relatiロnas Y + iX = g(z)， and further 

if we spread out the frequency-differences by A tlmes， then the disper・

sion relation becomes， 

y+iX =A~(z;j八) (5・9)
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It should be noted that in the cases of (i) and (ii), the function of g 

is a linear function of 2, so that the dispersion relation is independent 

of A. Then it is meaningless in the case of (ii) to spread the frequency 

differences wider than a certain limit. 

(v) When the a^ is uniformly distributed and the bunch number is large, 

we can rewrite the dispersion relation using the property of (iv) as 

follows, 

• •[YMx'Jiz -siy , 
7 7 1 = -<C 

where 
fe=(h-i;/2 f 

and, 

Y'fix' *- 'm~z' ^£-L in-Z' *— •n-l') ' t A m=-oo r.=kn m--b-i 

^ -7t«tJlKZ'-2tl/+ ( i H | « t ? ) , (5-10) 

where __|_ j _ 
hi-l k ' 

Here if Z'^-jfc , we have the same result as (ii), 

if. -*££*' 
a. ' 

(vi) If we put, 

h-l 

.fu^TTCz-a*) t 
A.--0 ' 

then the dispersion relation becomes 

-i-LY+ixJ-fr--!^ ; 
(5-11) 
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f(2>r£i-
XtfZ)=0 — J i * ' - « • (5-12) 

Eq.(5-12) is an algebraic equation of the h-th order. Eqs.(5-ll) and 

(5-12) have the following properties; when |y+£X |K 0 . the roots are 

in the neibourhood of the poles of l/f(z) (or the zeros of f(z)). When 

|Y+iXl becomes large enough, all the roots except one that goes to 

infinite approach the zeros of f'(z). In the simple case that X » 0, 

all the roots are on the real axis of z, and as y becomes larger, they 

depart from the poles of l/f(z) and then monotonously approach the 

adjacent zeros of f'(z), except one root initially located at either 

edge of the spread of frequency-differences (whether Y is positive or 

negative), that goes to (positive or negative) infinite. If Y is 

changed to -V, then Rez also becomes -Rez, so that it is only necessary 

to investigate the case that Y ^ 0. 

From all the above listed properties, we can obtain the condition 

that the bunch oscillation is in the state of decoupling, 

W < 0 -^jzj , (5.13) 

where w c = nuJo t 

and D is a numerical factor, the order of magnitude of which is unity, 

and this factor will be later discussed, and for the fully decoupling 

state D is given by, 

0 ~ 0.3 . 

Now we numerically investigate the dispersion relation, assuming 

that the a^ is uniformly distributed and normalized as - / < < X £ < / 
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y+i.Xrl. Ç(1，) 十 τ~' f'(l) = 0 . 
It should be noted that in the cases of (i) and (ii)， the function of 9 

(5・12)i5 a linear function of z， 50 that the disper5ion relation is independent 

Eqs.(5・11)and 

(5・12)have the fol1owing p抑制・ties;whenlY+ixlぇo， the roots are 

i n the nei bour加 odof the poles of l/f(z) (or the zeros of f(z)). When 

IYtiX I becomes large enough. a11 the roots except one that goes to 

infinite approach the zeros of f'(z). 

Eq. (5・12)is an algebraic equution of the h-th order. Then it is meaningless in the case of (i1) to spread the frequency-

difference5 wider than a certain limit. 

(v) When the a1 is uniformly distributed and the bunch number is large. 

we can rewrite the dispersion relation using the property of (iv) as 

of A. 

1n the simple case that X = 0， 

al1 the root5 are on the reaJ axis of z， and as Y becomes larger， they 

λ'+iX'JすZb depart from the poles of l/f(z) and then monotonous1y approach the 
明¥-'l/ 

adjacent zeros of f・(z)， 色且ceptone root initial1y located at either 

edge of the spread of frequency-differences (whether Y is positive or 

negative). that goes to (p05itive or negative) inffnite. 

3 

長=(h-I)/2 
If Y f5 

changed to・Y.then Rez a1s日 becomes-Rez. 50 that it fs ooly Oeces5ary すrf右;-(芝詰7+ft7)
?で=k叫相.:-b-I to investigate the case that Y~ O. 

From al1 the above lfsted properties. we can obtain the condition 

that the bunch 05cil1ation is in the state of decoupling. 

1.u;/:Z/111 I ".......n I 

今1CE/e~包 ζDAb2/b2

(5・10)(JZJ<< k) 

-'-く tくでL
krl 民

Here if ~'之 -i ~ • we have the same resull as (i i) • 

=ーπCdf.1tπl'-2tl.l十・一-

where 

2 

斗χE/e，S"2AQ

C¥U子工

or 

m
T
 

C
L
 (5・13)J 民ん1155D 

Wc  = nWO 
where 

(vi) 1f we put， 

h-' 
.fU)τ Jf(z-a.e) 

.R. "0 and 0 is a numerical factor. the order of magnitude of which i5 unity. 

and thi5 factor wil1 be later discUS5ed. and for the ful1y decoup1ing 

state 0 fs given by， 

then the dispersion relation becomes 

I fh、
ーI"'[YtlXj士会7 o ;:: 0.3 

(5・11)
Now we numerically investigate the dispersion relatioo. aS5uming or 

that the ai is uniformly distributed and normalized as -1 ~ a..e三 l
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The numerical method is same as that of Sec. 3. It is very convenient 

to display the roots of the dispersion relation in a root locus diagram. 

The roots that have been calculated on a computer are shown in Fig. 10 

to Fig. 17. The cases of the small bunch numbers (h = 9 and h = 10) are 

shown in Fig. 10 to Fig. 14, in order to understand the decoupling 

phenomena. Figure 10 and Fig. 11 show the cases with Y = 0 for even 

and odd bunch numbers, respectively. Only difference in the case with 

even number from the case with odd number is that in the former two of 

the roots meet at a certain value of X and then bifurcate, but in the 

latter such a situation does not arise. 

From Fig. 11 to Fig. 14, we see that if A < 0.6 (Z - A exp (let)), 

then the bunch oscillation is in the state of decoupling, and further if 

A £, 0.3, it is in the fully decoupling state and the growth rate is 

about one-tenth (1/h) small as that of the case without the frequency-

differences. If A £ 3, then the decoupling does not arise and the 

bunch oscillation becomes almost same as that of the case without the 

frequency-differences. Figure 15 to Fig. 17 show the case that the 

bunch number = 312, which is the same number as PF storage ring. In 

this case, if A £ 0.3, the bunch oscillation is also in the fully 

decoupling state, and the Figures show that the limit of the decoupling 

is around A Ft 0.6. Therefore we may use D{=A)a 0.3 as the safe value 

for the numerical factor in (5-13) (or for the modulus of the normalized 

impedance). 

In order to find the threshold of the instability, we should further 

impose the condition that the growth rate of instability in the state of 

decoupling be less than the radiation damping constant. 

1-7/ I / 4-7tE/eblc<ph 
| Z / / n ' < au£i J (5-14) 
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where eta is the damping constant of the synchrotron oscillation. The h 

in the rhs of (5-14) means that the bunch oscillation 1s in the fully 

decoupling state. 

We now investigate the feasibility of the cure of the longitudinal 

instability by the decoupling *or KEK-PF. At first we list up the 

possible strengths of the longitudinal Instability in KEK-PF in the case 

without the decoupling. If we consider the worst case that the spectrum 

of a coupled-bunch oscillation '.% on the maximum peak of the resistive 

part of a cavity impedance 1r Table I, then we have for I = 500 mA In 

Case I, 

ckMV/sec) d/n/ckv 

5.8 X 105 2.9 X 103 for THOU, 

2.7 X 103 14. for TH012, 

4.0 X 105 2.0 X 103 for TH020. 

The band widths of the impedances are very small due to the high-q, 

40±f/a) 
TM011 ± 20 kHz, 

TH012 ± 31 kHz, 

TN020 ± 13 kHz. 

Since the growth rates are very large, however, the spectra of the 

coupled bunch oscillations must have a large amount of deviations from 

the central frequencies of the impedances in order to avoid that the 

beam becomes unstable. When the frequency deviations become, 

'-0.5 MHz for TMOll, 

~ 5 6 kHz for TM012, 

~/ 0.3 MHz for THQ20, 
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Thu numerical method is same as that of Sec. 3. 1t is very convenient 

to display the roots of the dispersion relation in a root locus diagram. 

The roots that have been calculated on a computer are shown in Fig. 10 

tロFig.17. The cases of the small bunch numbers (h = 9 and h = 10) are 

shown in Fig・10to Fig. 14， in order to understand the decoupling 

phenomena. Figure 10 and Fig. 11 show the cases with Y = 0 for even 

and odd bunch numbers， respectively. Only difference in the case with 

even number from the case with" odd number is that in the former two of 

the roots meet at a certain value of X and then bifurcate， but In the 

latter such a situation does not arise. 

where O{O is the dampfng constant of the synchrotron 0$cl11atlon. The h 

in the rhs of (5・14)means that the bunch oscillati白nis in the fully 

decoupling state. 

We now investigate the fe~sibllity of the cure of the longltudlnal 

instablli'J by the decoupling ~or KEK-PF. At first we Ilst up the 

possible strengths of the longltudinal lnstabil1ty In KEK・PFln the case 

without the decoupllng・ Ifwe consider the worst case that the spectrum 

ロfa coupled噌 bunchoscillation :s on the maximum peak of the resistive 

part of a cavity iMpedance f~ Table 1， then we have for 1 = 500 mA in 

From Fig. 11 to Fig. 14， we see that if A~ 0.6 (Z = A exp (i~)) ， 

then the bunch oscillatlon 15 in the state of decoup11ng， and further if 

A ~ 0.3， it is in the ful1y decoupling state and the growth rate is 

about one-tenth (1/h) 5mal1 a5 that of the ca5e without the frequency-

differences. If A ~ 3. then the decoupling does not arlse and the 

bunch oscillation becomes almost same as that of the case wlthout the 

frequency-differences. Figure 15 to Fig. 17 show the case that the 

bunch number = 312， which is the same number as PF storage ring. In 

this case， if A ~ 0.3. the bunch oscillation is also in the fuJ1y 

decoupling state. and the Figures show that the limit Qf the decoupling 

is around A F: 0.6. Therefore we may use D(=A):::: 0.3 as the safe value 

for the numerical factor in (5・13)(or for the modulus of the normalized 

impedance) • 

In order to find the threshold of the instabi1ity， we shou1d further 

impose the conditi口nthat the growth rate of instability in the state of 

decoupling be less than the radiation damping constant， 

Case 1， 

ら('!sec) ら/rJ.o
5.8)( 105 2.9 )( 103 for T11011 ， 

2.7 ){ 103 14. for TMOI2. 

4.0 )( 105 2.0 )( 103 for TM020. 

The band width5 of the lmpedances are very 5mall due to the high-Q， 

TMOll 

TM012 

T"020 

Af{;::土fjQ)
士 20kHz， 

土 31kHz， 

土 13kHz. 

Since the growth rates are very 1arge， however. the spectra of the 

coupled bunch osci11ations must have a large amount of deviations from 

the central frequencies of the fmpedances fn order to avofd that the 

beam becomes unstable. When the frequency deviatlons become， 

J (5ー14)

ん 0.5MHz 

'" 56 kHz 

N 0.3 MHz 

for TMOI1. 
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then the growth rates of the instabilities come to equilibrium with the 

radiation damping (note that the revolution frequency = 1.6 MHz). 

In the case of the fully decoupling state, if it is assumed that 

the growth rate becomes equal to the damping rate, we have from (5-13) 

and (5-14), 

In Case I, then we need for the fully decoupling,Ao?/S2^ 0.6, which 

is not a practical value (a reasonable value would be A&./& « 10%), 

so that only (5-13) is the condition which determines the possibility of 

the cure of the longitudinal instability for KEK-PF. Substituting the 

numerical value of Case I, we have 

and in the worst case for TH012, 

Then if Aal/£2 £ St, the coupled-bunch oscillation for TM012 is in 

the fully decoupling state and the growth rate decreases less than 5% of 

the radiation damping rate. In the worst cases for TMOll and TN020, the 

decoupling is not sufficient to cure the instabilities, however, if 

5*10% and the frequency deviations are larger than 

~ 8 0 kHz for THOU 

<~40 kHz for TH020, 

then the longitudinal coupled oscillations related to these impedances 

become the fully decoupling state and the instabilities can be suppressed 

by the decoupling. 
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5.2 Transverse case 

Since we can discuss the decoupling of the transverse instability 

in the same manner as that of the longitudinal instability, we briefly 

describe only the results for the transverse decoupling. We can get the 

basic equation of the transverse decoupling from Eq.(2-21), 

<-[&zJ£0*F? L£ • (5-15) 

If we assume that fig* {u^^lUg and that the bunches are equally 

populated, we have from Eq.(5-15), 

r H<9 
, h-l I 

As noted in the previous subsection, Eq.(5-16) can be also applicable to 

the case of the higher mode, if we multiply tho impedance by the 

transverse bunch form factor. 

Putting Y + t X = - ^ ^ " , 

we can get the same normalized dispersion relation as the longitudinal 

case, 

where Og = A ftg / ( l ^ 

and . . z = A&fy/OJQ 

Therefore the same properties of the transverse dispersion relation as 

that of the longitudinal one are followed, and the computational results 
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and (5・14)• 

5.2 Transverse case 

Slnce we can discuss the decoupllng of the transverse fnstability 

in the same manner as that of the longitudfnal instability. we briefly 

describe only the results for the transverse decoupling. We can get the 

basic equation of the tran5verse decoupling from Eq.(2・21).

then the growth rates of the instabi1ities come to equilibrium with the 

radiation damping (note that the revolution frequency = 1.6 HHz). 

In the ca5e of the fully decoupling state. if it i5 assumed that 

the growth rate becomes equal to the damping rate. we have from (5・13)

o(Dh ~ D.ヲ.t.6( . 〆山川 、とこ 10
1= i崎議 ~Zょjら存可 (5・15)

In C間 1.then同 need伽 theful1y de刷 pling.A6?，メ匂 0.6.州 ch

i5 not a practical value (a rea50nable value would be AB.j.白勾 10%)• 

50 that only (5・13)i5 the condition which determines the pos5ibility of 

the cure of the longitudinal instability for KEK-PF. Substituting the 

Izl ~子市(手) (MQ) 

If we assume that S2JltfC♂拘 andthat the bunches are equal1y 

populated. we have fr仰 Eq.(5・15)• 

h-I 

J=i[端 ZJ.I]括石読 (5・16)

3 
As noted fn the prevfous subsection. Eq.(5・16)C4n be also applicable旬

the case of thc higher mode， if we multiply th~ lmpedance by the 

transverse bunch form factor. 

ー -iwnsZLI
Putting Y+i.}(:- J，_'-/~，.. 1 ハ・相tE/eu七

and in the worst case for TM012， 

Izlω7(手) に門日〉

Then if Ab?，ρぇ5%，the∞upled-bunch 町 111at10nfor TM012 1s in 

the fully decoupling state and the growth rate decrease5 less than 5% of 

the radiation damping rate. In the worst ca5es for THOl1 and TM020， the 

decoupling is not sufficient to cure the instabilities， however， if 

ArJ.IfJ. ~ 10% and the frequency devi副 on5are 1珂 er凶an

we can get the same normalized di5persion relation as the longitudinal 

case， 

for TM020， 
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(5・17)

，.... 80 kHz 

，-v40 kHz 

for TM011 

then the longitudinal coupled oscl11ations related to these impedances 

become the ful1y decoupling state and the instabilities can be suppressed 

by the decoupling. 

Therefore the same properties of the transverse dlspersion relatlon as 

that of the longltudinal one are followed， and the computational re5ults 

-33・
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of the longitudinal case is also equally applicable to the transverse 

case. We can then obtain the condition that the transverse coupled-

bunch oscillation is in the fully decoupling state in the same manner 

as Sec. 5.1, 

IBLII.^O.3^ v 
AKE/eV ~ v 

/Z±l < 
0.3 x 4ft E/e 

AU 
PI ' (5-18) 

The condition that the growth rate of instability in the fully decoupling 

state be less than the radiation damping constant of the betatron 

oscillation is also given by, 

l z j< 
4-7cE/edph 

(JJnBT (s-19) "0 n 
We next consider the cure of the transverse instability by the decoupling 

for KEK-PF. We first estimate the possible strengths of the transverse 

instability in the case without the decoupling. In the worst case that 

the spectrum is on the maximum peak of the resistive part of a trans

verse cavity impedance in Table I, we have for I = 500 mA in Case II, 

dA ('/sec) 

8 X 1 0 4 

1.7X 105 

"W^D 
700 

1500 

for 

for 

TH110, 

TH111. 

where 6 ~ 10 m is used. Then the frequencies of the coupled-bunch 

oscillations related to the above impedances must have the following 

deviations $V from the central frequencies of the impedances in order 

to balance the radiation damping. 
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0.12 for TM110, 

0.32 for THIJ). 

It would be therefore difficult to store the current more than 500 mA 

stably in KEK-PF. 

If the growth rate of instability in the fully decoupling state is 

assumed to be equal to the radiation damping rate, the spread of the 

frequency-differences required to keep the fully decoupling state is 

from (5-18) and (5-19), 

0.3 w 0 ' 

and for KEK-PF, 

4 V £ 0 . 0 / 2 (compare the value of DORIS, (AV1 = 0.03))'9^. 

I f this spread is realized, we have from (5-19), 

tell < -££- CMft/m) , 
and for I = 500 mA, we have 

Therefore the decoupling is not sufficient in the worst cases for both 

THUO and TM111. However, if we shift the betatron tune by only a 

little amount, 

Sv 

0.01 

0.03 

for 

for 

TH110. 

THl l l . 

then the radiation damping balances the growth rate. The transverse 
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of the longitudfnal case is also equally applicable to the transverse 

case. We can then obtain the condition that the transverse coupled-

bunch oscillation is in the向 llydecoupling state in the 叩~IT1dnner 

as Sec. 5.1. 

or 

sIZょLl.<: 0守 Aν
4'il:E./eν ν  

0.3)( 41tEje 
IZ11 :三 '

(:3I 

J 

(5・18)

The condition that the growth rate of instability in the ful1y decoupling 

state be less than the radiation damping constant of the betatron 

oscil1ation is also given by. 

7ヒE/ed.Dh
IZdく
Lω'0  (3 I (5・19)

We next consider the cure of the transverse instabi1ity by the decoupling 

for KEK-PF. We first estimate the possible strengths of the transverse 

instability in the case without the decoupling. ln the worst case that 

the spectrum is on the maximum peak of the resistive part of a trans-

verse cavity impedance in Table 1， we have for 1 500 mA in Case 11， 

ら(Ijsec) 

8 X 10
4 

1.7 X 10
5 

ら./rAo

700 for TM110， 

1500 for TM111. 

where (3::::: 10 m is us此 Thenthe frequencies of the coup1件 b附 h

oscil1ations related to the above impedances must have the fol1owing 

deviations dνfrom the central frequencies of the impedances in order 

to balance the radiation damping. 

-35 -

5ν 

0.32 

f白r TMl10. 

for TMlJJ. 

It would be therefore difficult to store the current more than 500 mA 

stably in KEK-PF. 

If the growth rate of instability in the ful1y decoupling state 1s 

assumed to be equal to the radiation damping rate. the spread of the 

frequency-differences required to keep ehe fully decoup/ing state is 

from (5・18)and (5・19)• 

Aジ~ ho"D 
--0.3ω。

and for KEK-PF， 

J 

Aνえ0.0/2 (compare the value of∞RIS， (Aν= 0.03)) 19}. 

If this spread is realized， we have from (5・19)， 

Iz辻l玉ー」ムo
ー~ I CA) 

and for 1 500 mA， we have 

141豆22M2ル

(M5"e斤n)J 

Therefore the decoupling is not sufficient in the worst cases for both 

TM110 and T刊111. However， if we shift the betatron tune by only a 

1 ittle amount， 

5ν 

'" 0.01 for TMll0. 

'-0.03 for TM1l1， 

then the radiation damping balances the gl'owth rate. The transverse 

-36 -



instability can be therefore cured satisfactorily by the decoupling and 

by shifting the tune from the central frequencies of the impedances, for 

example at most'<5i/s:0.1. 
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Table I Numerical parameters of PF storage ring that are 

related to the ins tab i l i ty 1 4 , 1 5 ' 

revolution frequency _ ffev = 1.6 MHz 

rf-frequency frf = 500 MHz 

Impedances of four rf-cavlt ies 

shunt 

accelerating mode 

impedance 

coupling coefficient 

unloaded Q 

loaded 

TM011 

TM012 

TM022 

TM110 

TM111 

Q 

Rst) = 31.83 MSI 

(9 =1 .97 

Q0 = 3.9 x 10 

Q L = 1.3 * 10 

longitudinal higher modes 

f[MHz] 

758.4 

1052.2 

1299.9 

Q 

3.8 X 104 

3.4 X I0 4 

9.7 X 104 

transverse higher mcdes 

f[MHz] 

829.0 

1071.0 

Q 

5.6 X 104 

4.0 X 104 

4 

4 

Rsn[«n] 

12.0 

0.04 

4.8 

Rx[Mtym] 

48.0 

108.0 
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Table 1 Numerlc~l_parameters of PF ~tora~ rfn唱 thatare 
14， 15) re1ated to the instabi1ity'-'. 1;.11 

revolutio~ frequency. frev = 1.6 MHz 

rf-frequency f rf = 500阿Hz

Imp~dances of four rf-cavities 

McGraw-Hil1 (1972). 
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longitudinal hiqher modes 

f[MHt) q Rsh[HS2] 

TMOll 758.4 3.8 )( 104 12.0 

TM012 1052.2 3.4)( 104 0.04 

TM022 1299.9 9.7バ104 4.8 

trans~erse higher mcdes 

f[MHl) q R.L[H~m] 

TMll0 829.0 5.6 '/.. 104 48.0 

TMll1 1071.0 4.0Xl04 108.0 
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Case I 

energy 

radiation loss 

synchrotron damping time 

rf-voltage 

synchrotron phase 

synchrotron frequency 

momentum compaction factor 

E = 2.3 GeV 

U =285.9 keV/turn 
o 

75 = 5.03 msec 

Vc = 1.4 HV 

Q = 78.22 degrees 

f - 55.6 kHz 

(* = 0.0407 

Case II (optics 85) 

energy 

horizontal tune 

vertical tune 

horizontal natural chromaticity 

vertical natural chromaticity 

horizontal damping time 

vertical damping time 

E = 2.5 GeV 

^ 4 . 2 5 

V-6.56 
^ - -4-69 

7" = 9.06 msec 

7 = 7.82 msec 

- 41 -

Case A 

Case B 

Case C 

Case D : 

>7 = 2.892 

7= 2.0, 

7=4.0, 

7 = 2.0 

Figure captions 

Fig. 1 Robinson's damping constant T versus § , 7 being 1/st where 

& is the imaginary part of normalized eigen-frequency. 

4>. = 78.22 degrees, 

(j>s = 90.0 degrees, 

(f>s - 90.0 degrees, 

<fe =• 70.0 degrees. 

Fig. 2 Normalized frequencies of synchrotron oscillation mode and 

cavity mode versus Y . Cases A, B, C and D are same as 1n F1g. 1. 

Fig. 3 Root loci of normalized eigen-frequencies for Robinson's 

stability. The Re and Iw denote the real part of frequency and the 

imaginary part, respectively. 

Fig. 4 The longitudinal form factor F vesus the harmonic number of 

revolution frequency P 1n the case that the mode number, m = 1. The C 

in Figure denotes the nils azimuthal angle of bunch. 

F1g. 5 The longitudinal form factor F versus of the harmonic number P 

in the case that m = 2. 

Fig. 6 The longitudinal form factor F versus the harmonic P in the case 

that m = 3. 

Fig. 7 The transverse form factor F versus the harmonic number P 1n the 

case that m = 0. 

Fig. 8 The transverse form factor F versus the harmonic number P In tl'e 

case that m = 1. 

Fig. 9 The trans"erse form factor F versus the harmonic number P in the 

case that m - 2. 
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E = 2.3 GeV 

FiQure captions 

自主~ Robinson' s damping constant 7 versus雪， 7 being 1/式 where

dl is the imaginary part of norma1ized eigen-frequency. 

synchrotron damping time 

U
o 
= 285.9 keV/turn 

Js = 5.03 msec 

Vc = 1.4 MV 

弘=78.22 degrees 

fS = 55.6 kHz 

r:J. = o.凶07

Case A 7 = 2.892. 

Case B: 7= 2.0. 

Case C : '7= 4.0. 

Case 0: 7= 2.0 

九 78.22degrees. 

ゆ's= 90.0 degrees. 

Q>s = 90.0 degrees， 

4>s = 70.0 degrees. 

rf-voltage 

synchrotron phase 

synchrotron frequency 

moment叩ncompactfon factor 

主主主.!!.{optics古5)

日ι~ Normalized frequencies of synchrotron osc111at1on mode and 

cavity mode versus 5' Cases A. B. C and 0 are same as 1n F1g. 1. 

energy E = 2.5 GeV 

horizonta1 tune 弘企宮5ι.2お5 

刊附比川tf化ωaltωune 

horizontal natural c凶hroma附at“icit句y 豆 -6.5“6 

verti凶 na旧atural伽 α伽百m叫at“icωit句y '5奇y-4.6ω 9 

horizontal damping time T
x 
= 9.06 msec 

vertical damping time ']シ=7.82 m悶

旦~ Root 10c1 of normalfzed efgen-frequencfes向rRobfnson・5
stabi1 ity. The Re and 11'11 denote the rea 1問rtof frequency and the 

irr自ginarypart. respectively. 

~ The 1ongitudina1 form factor F vesus the harmonic number of 

revolution frequency P in the case that the mode number. m = 1. Theσ 

in Ffgure denotes the rms azimuthal ang1e of bunch. 

旦旦ι~ The longitudinal form factor F versus of the harmonic number P 

in the case that m = 2. 

fi旦ι主 Thelongitudina1 form factor F versus the harmanic P in the case 

that m = 3. 

旦ιよ Thetransverse form factor F versus the harmonic number P in the 

case that m = O • 

.E:!..!I.:...! The transverse form factor F versus the harmonic number P in tl'e 

ca se tha t m = 1. 

自主主 The tran伊 erseform factor F versus the harmonic number P in the 

case that m = 2. 
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Fig. 10 Root loci of normalized eigen-frequencies in the case of 

decoupling for bunch number » 9. The A is related to normalized 

impedance Z; Z = AeiC* ( d, in degrees) and in this case, ol » 0.0. The 

broken lines in Figure denote the envelopes of the root loci with the 

constant values of A. 

Fig. 11 Decoupling for bunch number » 10. Root loci of eigen-frequencies 

in the case that c< = 0.0. 

Fig. 12 Decoupling for bunch number = 10. Root loci of eigen-frequencies 

in the case that c( = 15.0. In Fig 12(b), only the root locus with the 

largest growth rate is shown on a different scale from Fig. 12(a), and 

the asymptotic line of the root locus is also shown. 

Fig. 13 Decoupling for bunch number = 10. Root loci of eigen-frequencies 

in the case that c< = 45.0. 

Fig. 14 Decoupling for bunch number = 10. Root loci in the case that 

o( - 75.0. 

Fig. 15 Decoupling for bunch number - 312 and c< = 0.0. Only the 

envelopes with the constant values of A are shown in Fig. 15(a), and 

only the root locus with the largest growth rate is also shown in Fig. 

15(b). 

Fig. 16 Decoupling for bunch number = 312 and <ĵ = 15.0. 

Fig. 17 Decoupling for bunch number = 312 and ot = 45.0. 
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bunch number = 10 

0d=15deg. 

R '̂"\ A=0.8 

-1.0 *is * = & > • 

Re 

A = 0.7 

A =0.3 Fig.12(a) 

1.0 H 

0.0 
1.0 2.0 3.0 A.O 5.0 - Im 

j 1 1 1 

A = 5.0 

Fig.12 (b) 
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bunch number =10 

C*=45deg. 

A = 5.0 Fig.13(b) 
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Appendix 

In this Appendix, we derive the sum rules of both longitudinal and 

transverse instabilities in the cases such that the longitudinal bunch 

length is finite and so-called mode coupling is assumed to be negligible. 

Though these sum rules are direct consequences from a simple generali

zation of Sacherer's integral equation and Sacherer's equation has been 

well-known for many years, ' we describe the derivation of sum rules in 

detail to some extent for a convenience of reference and for the defini

tion of notations. We first derive the sum rule of the longitudinal 

instability, and next the sum rule of the transverse one. The important 

derivations and results are in the last parts of the following two 

subsections, while the other parts 1n the subsections are almost same as 

the usual derivation of Sacherer's equation. 

Sum rule of longitudinal instability 

We will unrestrictedly suppress the designations of the individual 

bunch, its oscillation frequency, the mode number and so on, when we can 

clearly recognize the meanings. We use the following normalization, 

^ ^ ( 9 , 6 , 0 - 1 , { w ) 

where î  is the distribution function of particles, 

9 is the azimuthal angle measured from the center 

of the stationary bunch, 

Q is the time derivate of Q . 

Since the density of particles is given by, 

the density is normalized as. 
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Since the unperturbed and perturbed charge densities of the k-th bunch 

are given by, 

?k?0
kC9) , 

\?K{B) e > 
where the time dependence of e - t V4- 1s assumed, 

the perturbed current can be written as follows, 

x j > h C - t o t + ^ + a x j e + 0 a > , (A"4) 

where Q is the azimutha] angle in the laboratory system and related 

to 8 by the equation, 

the Jl being the number of revolution. 

The p-th Fourier component of f(0) is given by, 

PCP)'^9(9)9 ^JB 

27cloo ' 

where in order to obtain the last expression we use the fact that a 

bunch is usually very short compared with the circumference of ring. 

The perturbed current of the Zt-th mode can be given by summing up all 

the perturbed currents of bunches as follows, 

k~0 p=-oo 

*^[i(-(Pu/0ufy>t+fSpb+pe0)J m
 (A'6) 

The electric field produced at the fixed point 9 Q by the perturbed 

current can be generally written as. 
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位堕盟i三
In thi5 Appendix， we derive the 5um rules of both longitudinal and 

tran5verse instabilities in the case5 such that the longitudinal bunch 
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Since the unperturbed and perturbed charge denslties of the k-th bunch 

昌regiven by， 

:?R ~k(e) ， 
and 

gkfR(e)ëi~)Æi ハ
where the time dependence of e-ι包μ~ j 5 a5sumed， 

tion of notation5. We first derive the sum rule of the longitudinal 

instability， and next the sum rule of the transverse one. The i田portant

derivations and results are in the la5t parts of the fol10wing two 

subsections， while the口therparts in the subsectiロnsare almost same as 

the u5ual derivatiロnof Sacherer's equatfon. 

the perturbed current can be wrftten as fol1ows， 
~ _-tstt ik(t，Do) =u七九2こe-~""'" 
'0. -∞ 
)( fR (叫t+ヂ+川+弘)I “ 

where偽f“sthe azfmutha J明 lein the 1山 ratorysyst師 andreJated 

to e by the equation. 
80+苧h十川=ωt+8

Sum rule of longitudinal instabi1it.v 

We wil1 unrestrictedly suppress the designations of the individual 

bunch， it5 05cillation frequency. the mode number and 50 on， when we can 

clearly recognize the meanings. We use the fol1owing normalization， 

何jttv(eJJtJ=13 (A・1) 

the又beingthe number of revolution. 

The p-th Fourier component of jl(e) is given by， 

P(P) =去f1t_9(れ伊dθ

一ー冗 勾 τ~ r∞5'(6) elPθcle J ト5)
_.~ι∞ 

P(O)=fifV(G16Jt)3 
(A・2)

where in order to obtain the last expression we use the fact that a 

bunch is usual1y very short compared with the circumference of ring. 

The pert川 edcurrent of theノルth問 decan be given by 叩lI1ingup a11 

the perturbed currents of bunches as follows， 
ト 1 ∞-

~(t ， Bo) = ω~ .L cgb ~ 9"R(p) 
k-:o "p=-∞ 

叫 p[i( ー (pωot+~)t+子PR+Pθ0)J . 川 }

The electric field produced at the fixed point 90 by the perturbed 

current can be general1y written as， 

where 十isthe distribution fun則自nof particles， 

θ;s the az;muthal angle measured from the center 

of the stat;onary bunch， 

e is the time derivate of e . 
Since the density of particles is given by， 

the density is normalized as， 
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x*p[iC-(pVfy j t+??pktp^ (A7) 

where Y(ui, P) is a coefficient related to the longitudinal impedance, 

and the first argument is the frequency and the second the wave number, 

respectively. However, the second argument of Y is usually omitted and 

the impedance is assumed as dependent only uponuJ, i.e., the impedance 

is considered as a lumped electric circuit. Using this approximation 

and noticing that the voltage seen by the^-th bunch is given by, 

\/(t,d)^Ett>wt-fjH-e)Rd.eJ 

we can write V(t,0) as, 

(A-8) 

The Vlasov equation of the longitudinal motion is, 

Putt1n9 e=rcM<f> , 
9/(11$ = -T/Um. f } 

Eq. (A-9) becomes, 

Since the equation of longitudinal motion for one particle is 

- 63 -

F, being the collective force due to the perturbed current (see below), 

Eq.(A-lO) is rewritten as, 

If we put lp to be 

r-foM+ttr^e-'1^ , (fl.lz) 

% being the unperturbed distribution and tf% the perturbed distribution, 

and we substitute Eq.(A-12) into Eq.(A-ll) and linearize Eq.(A-ll) with 

respect t o ^ , then we can obtain the linearized Vlasov equation, 

where p-_ £ Q-iS2pX 

The force Fj is related to the energy gain Jf due to the perturbed 

current, 

F, - ET " . 
From the relation that g £ = eV(t.e), F, can be given by, 

fi-fi*Zlfef ?*<P>Z(p%+fy) 
' R=0 P=-CO 

Substituting Eq.(A-14) into Eq.(A-13) and expanding i f , into the 

following series with respect to the mode number, 
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6十ωsO=Fi，
F1 being the col1ective force due to the perturbed current (see below). 

Eq. (A・10)is rewritten as， 
(A・7)

E(t，eo)=叫どg之 f'R(p)YC円十仏)p) 
I{=U p.::-∞ 

×抑(i.(ー(pl.U
1バμJt+子PR刊)J .> 

o1f ， ..，旦聖占 c~笠 -1\F iW5TrtJ rl oe -v • (A・11) where Y(ω. P) is a coefficient related to the longitudinal impedance， 

and the first argument is the frequency and the second the wave number， 
If we put ~ to be 

However， the second argument of Y is usually omitted and respectively. 

(Aー12)

九beingthe unpert帥 eddistrib刷 onand 11'1 the pert川 eddistribu山 n，

and we substitute Eq.(A・12)into Eq.(A・11)and linearize Eq.(A・11)with 

3 十九(了)十，/"(T/t) e-i62jtt the impedance is assumed as dependent only uponω. i.e.. the impedance 

Using this approxfmatfon ls consldered as a lumped electric circuit. 

and noticing that the voltage seen by the J. -th bunch is gfven by， 

V(t，D>=)E(t)ωt-子1十e)Rd.e ) 

(A・13)

respect to内・ thenwe can obtafn the li附付zed山 sovequation， 

-.li. .din cb CJ. 11'0 ;: n 
u.令 rcti V)  

-iS2/.J. '/1， +仏，，.~'i-'-T， TWS  aゃwe can write v(t.e) as， 

h-I 加 ';:'R..._，-. ，_. • (""¥ ，，，-if2u.t v白川=一ω02二gkL-pR(p) Z. (p匂+fi"2，L()e 〆
R.--O p=-凶" ~ c.-id?u.t 

円=行 e-LU'j'-
where 

(A・B)
山 p[i(千P(k-.f)+ pω) The force F1 is related to the energy gain ~t due to the perturbed 
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Frロmthe relation that oE 2 eV(t，e)， F1 can be gfven by， 
~ ，，，2 h-I ∞・-

行=号否。 ζhZ戸CP)Z (pWO+Qμ) 
R=U f'=ー∞

x e-吟 t
岬 p[i(子P(k-，e)十 pe)， 

(A・9)

The Vlasov equation of the longitudinal motion is. 

8=γ CfMif>， 
ejws =ーγA九千 P

Eq. (A・g)becomes. 

jF+ザ+54=o

Putting 

(A・14)

工長=Zk/T.
Substituting Eq.(A-14) into Eq.(ル13)and帥 andlngY'1 into the 

where 

+Cれ ω29)21=O;:. -10θ 

el'fよ山 aψ 
ot 

，-凶
SJ手 fol10wing series with respect to the mode number， 

(A・10)

Since the equation of longitudinal motion for one particle is 
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y.-lRm^e1"^ . (MS) 
Eq.(A-l3) becomes, . . 2 nh »""' 

The Fourier component ? (p) can be calculated by using Eq.(A-15) as 

follows, 

Here we have used the following relation which can be immediately 

derived from the generation function of Bessel coefficient, i.e., from 

the equation, <Vf>[f^-L)') = £ 7^001" 1 , 
m 

*KWr%cei(*-*'"9ia 
(A-18) 

Substituting Eq.(A-17) Into Eq.(A-16) and multiplying both side of 

Eq.(A-16) by Q , and integrating with respect to tp from 0 to 2 , we 

can obtain a generalized Sacherer's equation as follows, 

p^r— CO 

xfr^lRjCrOC-ff^Cp^ . 
-'o 'n 

where we use the relation that can be also immediately derived from the 

Bessel generation function, 
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r V ( z w * - ^ ^ B * - - ^ w V * > • <A-20) 
h 

If we assume here, as noted in the first paragraph of this Appendix, 

that the mode coupling can be neglected, we can obtain the final form of 

generalized Sacherer's equation for the longitudinal instability as 

follows, , .,,. - , h-| 

p=-oo P 

*rVpr>yr'>R5cT'}r,4r'. 
where we explicitly designate the Individual bunch and Its synchrotron 

frequency. The integral equation Eq.(A-21) can be rewritten so as to 

have a symmetric kernel with respect to the r as follows, 

"5 9*= h=0 p=r-00 ' 

x^p&C^-Pft-/))] („.22) 

where 

w M ~ T " c t r ' 
and S^Cr)=rTR^Cr)//^; . 
Here we do not take into account of the sign of w(r) 1n the square root 

because it does not affect the consequent results. In the case that all 

the synchrotron frequencies are same and the bunches are equally populated, 

Eq.(A-22) can be reduced to. 
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内=ZRmmim千 (A・15)

(A・13)becom民 imtT rI. UĴ2 川恒
45叶内)附elV=扮e叫がふII?

xf pR(p)Z(pω'0 +5'2))咋[H子P{T.-l)十PSJJ.(A・16)

p=ー∞ ^，b

The Fourier component PlP) can be calculated by using Eq.(A・15)as 

follows. 

内(バ7γdrZ九州_i)mym(pγ). (A・17)

Here we have used the following relation wh1ch can be immed1ately 

derived from the generation function of Bessel coefficient. i.e.. from 

the equ州 on，抑〔号(tード)=芸品ρ)t'ln

r2π i ('lJt8 -:z c.esθ) 
2uYIM(~)=i"'l e'l.."w -----~qe 

・ー '0 (A・18)

Substituting Eq.(A・17)into Eq.(A・16)and mu1tiplying b白thside of 

Eq.(A-16) by e-illl~ and integrating with respect旬ゆ什omOto2.we

can obtain a generalized Sacherer・5equation as follows. 

Q r_'_哩盛土dょ~~i ( fi?jL -m ws) R~ (γ)・ ωsIC/eγu記工k

瓦ぞ芝Z 〔?P切UJo+白仏ωμρ)抑[L(バ(ぞ子L附 -..Q域がi刊弘引附(印肘刊P打川ヘr吋)
P"'-∞' 

xf吋γ15Rl川 -ff九CPザ)

where we use the relation that can be also immediately derived fr，師 the

Bessel generation function. 
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J~7t eL(Z.CdS6州 ωA9-ZPPM1. 問}

o 
If we assume here. as noted in the first paragraph of this Appendix. 

that the mode coupling can be neglected， we can obtaln the final fonn of 

gener・alizedSacherer's equation for the TongitudfnaT instability as 

110凶・ ~ I~'- 旬d.r.u5L cl1J'o(γ)与こ T

i(仏-mw;) R~ (r)ー一一一一一一、工p m 4E舟 γがおー

RZzi附Q~)""p [i (子p(山 )J 山

←)(  r: J
711 
(pr> Jm ( pr') R~ C'r'}γ'd..γ 

where we exp1icitly designate the indivldua1 bunch and 1t5 synchrotron 

frequency. The integral equation Eq.(A・21)can be rewritten so as to 

have a symmetric kernel with respect to the r as fol10同.

iC S"2JL-ω"f)s!(ア)=似吋ーl 手 Z(pwo+~μ)
“ツιS' Jtfn. ..' ~ -ru_s. r::J::. L .Lh L -P 

"T9C k;;'O 丙二ω r 

X修正i(苧P(k-.ρ)] (A-22) 

)(5~ Jγγ'w(γ川 {γi)TmC的 Jm(州諸CTI)AT』 J

where -

I cJ..l/'o(y) 
Wか)=γ守山 F

and Sm.(i) :;庁R帆 ω/何
Here we do nロttake into account of the sign of w(r) in the square root 

becau5e It does not affect the consequent re5ults. In the case that a11 

the synchrotron frequencies are Same and the bunches are equally populated. 

Eq.(A・22)can be reduced to， 
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i ( ^ t - ' « l ^ ) S 1 R ^ - uyse/e ^ M hrn-yM-

where c = S e " (for a l l y ' s ) , 
in *^ra 

I t would be reasonable to assume that the symmetric kernel H(s,t) 

of an Integral equation fo(g)=^( HCSj tOyCOdt c a n b e expanded 

into a series1,6,17* 

H(.S,t)~ 2_ Xi , (A-24) 

where 0?. is the normalized eigen-function and \ . is its eigenvalue, 

and the normalization is that (to. (_-t)J,t' %J-

It has been proved that under some condition ' ' this expansion is 

certainly allowed and the series of the rhs of Eq.(A-24) uniformly 

converges. Therefore we can obtain the following sum rule which is an 

extension of the trace of matrix in Sec.4, 

\MS,S)te*Ziz\t&te-'\-k > (A-25, 

where i t is assumed that the integration of the lhs of Eq.(A-25) exists 

and the series of the most-rhs converges. I f we assume that a l l the 

above assumptions are allowed in the case of Eq.(A-23) without reliable 

mathematical foundation and that the difference of ^ufrommuj Is small 

enough to be able to replace £2„fn the rhs of Eq.(A-23) w i t t i n g , 

the sum rule in • *" case becomes, 

- 67 -

where we put \fJQ to be, 

and the k denotes the possible elgen-mode, I.e., so-called radial mode, 

and use the Integral formula, ' 

£%> (-aaXa; Jm(px) y.%x)xdx - ̂  -if (- ^ ) I w ( " 5 r ) 

Im being the modified Bessel function. 

If we assume that only one radial mode has the most dominant deviation 

of 5Zu f r o m wuii as usually do so, or as the numerical calculations has 

proved that it Is a fact,' ' then we have the simple formula for the 

estimation of the longitudinal instability In the case that all the 

synchrotron frequencies are same and the bunches are equally populated, 

._ induf i °l Z((hn+M)QJ0+rn^:) 

In the case of Eq.(A-22), we can also obtain the following sum rule in 

the same manner as the above and from the discussion in Se.4, but also 

without any rigorous mathematical proof, 

Cf 
P x f Ztodl"^ ̂ C - ^ f o V ; , (A-28, 
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A 側 tAS工♂ Z((同+)μ)u匂+Qu.)
i(ルー叫)5，'11¥(1")宮古E完了手工ωhnψ

バ7γ州(r)W(y巾((hntjt)γ)ゐ((川)r命内~r~(A-23) 
'0 

2:πip.i 
where Srなe=r-向ral小}

It回 u1dbe reasonab1e to assume that the symmetric kernel H(s，t) 

of an fntegra1 equation Cj'(S) =λ¥ H (5， t)~(t)clt can be expanded 

16，17) 
1nto a series; 

，.-'Pi(s2J'~(t) 
H(s，t)=えー λ4 (A・24)

WWE  qtts the noma1ized etーィ附t;onand 入fts tts剖genva1ue・
and the 附 ma1i叫 ionis that } Cf[(t)d.t ソ・

16，17) lt has been proved that under some condition'U"" this expansion i5 

certain1y al10wed and the ser;es of the rhs of Eq.(A・24)uniform1y 

E日nverges. Therefore we can obtain the fo110wfng sum ru1e which fs an 

extens;on of the trace of matrix in Sec.4， 

)H(S)S)d.s ::千古阿倍)占zZまJ3 (A-25) 

where it is assumed that the integrat;on of the lhs of Eq.(A-25) exists 

and the series of the most-rhs converges. If we assume that al1 the 

abol/e 直sS¥lmption、S are all 也刷、w“ed in th 色 case of Eq.べ(A-23)w;thロut r 邑llabl 巴

旧附叫t凶h捌叫t“山ica凶c日ωalf白αω側u山川Jr

E飢noωug抑htωo b悦eable tωo r問ep凶la“ce6白Eμf加nt仙her巾hsof E向q.(μA-23勾)w“it仙h飢胃や， 

the sum rule in I ，"-case becomes， 
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制 ωfI P空 Z((hnりL)Uも+11l叫)

iz(Q州ー叫)=もず弓LL∞h'n+μ

x (-2~(r2)抑[ー σl(hTItP.)'lJ 1m [1σ，lChnψ戸J， 仏・26)

where we put少。 tobe，内
γム

R = 」1e-宣言三
21'(0 

7 

and the k denotes the possfble efgen-modeパ.e.，so・calledradial mode， 
18l and use the integral formula:U1 

foOO ~ ( -a.'l:(2 )弘叫(~X)Xd.工=初(ー新1m俄
1m being the modfffed Bessel functfon. 

lf we assume that only one radial mode has the most dominant deviation 

of 5"lf' fran宵1'1・ asusual1y do 50， or as幼enumerfca1 calculatlロnshas 

proved that it ls a fact~ ・ 6) then we have the sfmple formula for the 

estfmatfon of the longitudinaJ instabiJity fn the case that a11 the 

synchrotron frequencfes are same and the bunches are equal1y populated， 

(( iMd-L乏五自卯均+771ut)
tJ ~.メ，t-Tnω's) 常写FE7smHp-∞ hn+.ノ仏

メ何p[ーσ包(hn十戸)2J171/σ2(hn+，戸内 (A-27)

In the case of Eq.(A・22)，we can also obtafn the fol1owfng sum rule in 

the same manner as the abQve and from the dfscussfon fn Se.4. but also 

without any rigorous mathematical proof， 
， ...2. h-/ マー

FH，h?ωfjg-m設妄。議五手

x 芝 Z7ωo~mws〉仰と戸p2ぬ(σ2pZJ3 Ml  
p=ー∞
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and if we also assume that there is only one dominant radial mode,-

then we have 

Z (fig-w/;« m -^-2- aito^ 

x f z^i»^p(_cr^) l7ncc-y; . (A'291 

p=-oo 

We should here notice that the existance of a symmetric kernel is not 

necessarily required in order to get the sum rule (A-26) or (A-28), if 

we can reduce the integral equation to a system of linear equations, for 

example by using a complete and orthogonal set of functions. For if so, 

we would be able to obtain the sum rule in the same way as Sec.4, 

although we must manipulate the matrix with the infinite order, that is 

related to the system of linear equations. We should also notice that 

the sum rules will be useful to check the results of the numerical 

calculation in which the integral equation is approximated by an equation 

of matrix with a finite order. 

Sum rule of transverse instability 

Me use the normalization of the distribution function, 

%HTl,i,B,B)<iU^<LUB/ujs=l } (A-30) 

where ̂  is the normalized betatron amplitude, 

and if is its time derivate. 

If we put ii to be, 

the f being the transverse distribution function and the g the longi

tudinal distribution function, then we can use the following normaliza

tions of f and g, 
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('f(,r,f;*w/wr/, 

The Vlasov equation of f is, 

•dT+Bir +9
da ^^W ^W • (A"33) 

If we put, 

e=rsces<t>s , T ^ c o s ^ , 

then Eq.(A-33) becomes, 

lT+UJSjfe + FS 99 +W<? df/^dj ° , (A-34) 

where F$ and Fx are the longitudinal and transverse forces, 

i'+ £p7=Fx. . 
He now consider only the transverse motion coupled with the longitudinal 

motion through the chromaticity, so that we put, 

Gja = UJg + bJ0^Ap/p •§ being the chromaticity, 

and Fs = 0. 

we further assume that the distribution can be written as the sum of the 

stationary distribution^ and the perturbed distribution^ as follows, 
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[f川)cJ.7 cl..ifωγ 
and if we also a5sume that there i5 only one d即linantradial mode; 

(A・32)

(A・33)

f~(eJé)cledå/ω's = 1 

The Vlasov問uationof f is， 

Hi止 ~aljl.;:aψ
+D ・十干一一 +1ー+-=0
dθ()~ . I o1 

2ψ .:.dtp 3τ-r-t:f"d画一

(A・29)

then we have 

~，，....... 0 ・ddeニ l，e
を(.QJ1-悦ωSjct知事ら 2M14

x芝 Z(州十mω'SJ仰(ーσ2内 m(cr1p2.) 
p=-∞-

We should her官 noticethat the existance of a symmetr1c kernel 1s not 

necessarily required in order to get the sum rule (A・26)or (A・28)，if 
If we put， 

we can reduce the integral equation to a syst問。flinear equations， for 

マ=ちα芯丸

を/GF=ーち.4IIれやJ(J 

。-::ys C8S CTS 

釘ω'5=-)5必n中S I 

For if 50， 

we would be able to obtain the sum rule in the same way as Sec.4， 

example by using a complete and orthロgonal5et of functions. 

although we must manipulate the matrix with the infinite order， that is 
then Eq. (A・33)becomes. 

iJ'e ， 山主笠 r 主f..ょ，~ o1fょr主五二竺円
吉τ'''''Sotts'弓認可百五 T 町村

We shロuldalso notice that 

the sum rules will be useful to check the results of the numerical 

related to the system of linear equations. 

(A・34)

where Fs and Fx are the longitudinal and transverse forces， 

ぷ+ω3θ-=Fs 

calculation in which the integral equation is approximated by an equation 

of matrix with a finite order. 

Sum rule of transverse instabilitv 

いぜ7=ん
We now consider only the transver5e motion coupled with the longitudinal 

We use the normalization of the distribution function， 

卯 lJ'(~)iJe ， é)d吋ω'ß J.9叫 =1

Gも=ωp+同5A!?手p

and九 o.

We further assume that the distribution can be written as the 5um of the 

stationary distribl川 onroand the perturbed distribution rl as fol1ows， 

ψz九+円e-L時4t
y V。=fo(有)~o( ら}

作品〈市』科J~I (ち，cts)J 

motion through the chromaticity， so that we put， 

苦 beingt鳩 山romaticlty， 

(A-30) 3 

where ~ is the normalized betatron amplitude， 

and可isits time derivate. 

(A-31) 
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the f being the transverse distribution functiロnand the 9 the lon91-

tudinal distribution function. then we can use the following no阿国1Iza-

tions of f and g. 
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and that the transverse motion is rigid-dipole and its perturbed 

distribution f, can be written as. 

In order to make the following derivation and the resulting formulae as 

simple as possible, we assume that the transverse impedance is localized 

at one place {Qg= dQ). Then we can obtain the expression of the force 

that acts on thej?-th bunch as follows, , 

*2I F\p)Z1(?uj0+SZ)e~m*x[(ilf±p(k-ji)i-re)) f 

where we use the following relations, 

and we pick up only the slowly varying terms in F . 

Substituting all the above expressions into Eq.(A-34) and linearizing 

Eq.(A-34) with respect tou/j and noticing the next relation, 

f uj04p/p = ^%ujsAtm<ps (fron) A p / p = - e ^ W o ) , 

we can reduce Eq.(A-34) to the equation of the longitudinal distribution 

with respect to g,, 
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When we put g -%(.TS 4><;)^1 °- rsCo6^ s° " t 0 simplify the third 

term, Eq.(A-35) becomes, 

+ Z%D ̂  9 ° ^ P C " * ^ ^ W =0 • (A'35) 

If we consider only the most slowly varyfng term also for the transverse 

motion, we can p u t ^ ^ / e 1 * - ̂ r in the last term in Eq,(A-36). We 

can now obtain the generalized Sacherer's integral equation of the 

transverse instability in the same manner as the case of the integral 

equation of the longitudinal instability as follows, 

or putting s£(r) »/r" R ^ y ^ o " ) , 

k-o P-co {A 

and in the case that all the betatron frequencies are same and the 

bunches are equally populated, we have from (A-38), 

= a i l P?oI f ZxC(<nh+/t)Wo+fl>u > j/r&Crtr%Cr») 
V--0O 

xJmf(fMtA-^)r)Tm[(7ihtA-5A;r5s^'Mr', {A. 39) 
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and that the transverse motion is rigid-dipo1e and its perturbed 

distribution f1 can be written as. 

五凡九)=ーD誇五>ei丸

ln order to make the fOl1owing derivation and the resulting formulae as 

simple as possible. we assume that the transverse impedance is localized 

at one place (tt = e 0)・Thenwe can obtain the expression of the force 

that acts on thej-th bunch as follows. L ・

ιω=Ge-iQtz長吋戸地歩附同wgk
x三件(p)玄ょ(pω。+52)e-i62t ß.~f[i(子的-1)十問)J } 
ps-∞ 

~代)ë;J=言弘氏 JeaJ ) 

支 =sχ五乃~YXd.ち=D~ぬ J
V.， "， L， ~ ~-ikゃん=長ωrphe(t)Ee 人

仙，)=弓e~J..(ω) i CI.ω) 

and we pick up only the slowly varying terms in fx' 

Substituting al1 the above expressions into Eq.(A・34)and linearizing 

札 (A-34)wi th respect to 'h and附 icingthe next凶抗ion，

宮崎βP/p=同地.4ur吟 (from Ap/p::: -etlω。1・
01， 

we can reduce Eq.(A・34)to the equation of the longitudinal distribution 

wi th respect to 91・

-i &2~， 十円耗+C附ぞいや'5")HJ， 

+呼会.$巾 ~o= 0 
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(A・35)

川崎 put'J， =奇{忘J九)ei吾E仰や'5 50 as t白凶山州n叩p

term. Eq.(A-35) becomes. 

a~ ， ， :/11 0 -isrs，+匂試 +i引 l

十A 4舎C fj，白押[-iih印刷 ;:0 lA-36) 
ω。D Qηu  .~ 

If we consider on1y the most sJowJy varyfn9 term aJso (，ロrthe transverse 

附耐t山f加o仰n.閥 側 p附u此』比t，4i7刈4必必仰VT仇n叫1
can n口W obtain the generalized Sach邑rer'sintegral equ畠ti白n白fthe 

transverse instabiJity in the same manner as the case of the integral 

i(Qp.-wl-帆叫)R~(y) 

=互設偽之ぜ三ム附ら}ら((p-~/G() r) 

x 抑陪序~p除(伐R-.Q印-.Q幻刈)
D町rpu此 ing S域長(的γη)=.[T干 R点ふ{γ〉机斤原干石) J 

i(ら-4-制斗)S!(r>

(A・J7)

12tpg。芝ldzム(pωけら}押[2:i.P(R-.Q) J 
'民=0 p=-∞叶)

イJγ30(0叫(r') ゐ((p-~/g()γ)ゐ((ト肱川や'>C(ぺ
and in the case that alJ the betatron frequencles are same and the 

bunch号5are equal1y populated， we have from (A・38)，

i.CS2)t -~令ー知Wg)gmfr}
，坦 r

z言説s80Iζ2J(伺h十戸川+ル)Jrrg;cけ叫什')

バゐ[(叫ψー執>r]Jrn[(ηhが{-5jt<)yjS~削r13 {同}
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2X ' s ' nn 

where we abbreviate the subscript s of the r for brevity, 

and we put, 

and ignore the mode coupling, and we use the following relations, 

* f e
{ CP-56c"Sew^- i«^^ s * iK 'PTJ i ip -WJ , 

in i 

We can also obtain the sum rule of the transverse instability in the 

same manner as the longitudinal instability as follows; we have from 

Eqs.(A-37) and (A-38), 

(y Q h-l OO 

and in the case of Eq.(A-39), we have 

- itfiEie £- ZjLCCTihtAjiWo+ofc muz) 
' n=-oo p 

(A-40) 

(A-41) 
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If we assume that there is only one dominant radial mode, then the lhs 

of £q.(A-40) becomes, 

^rc^v-"/-™ )̂ , (A.42) 
and the Ihs of Eq.(A-41) becomes. 

We can see from (A-41) that the chromatidty appears only in the 

exponential and modified Bessel functions, the argument of which can 

be rewritten as, 

or(nh V*- ~ f/d) = <rt ((m ht/O w0 - w f ) > 

where U/p=-r-U/ 0 (chromaticity frequency). 
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lhs 

(A・42)

(A・43)

If we assume that there f5 on1y one d創刊nantradfal mode. then the 

and the 1hs of Eq.(A・41)becomes. 

i芝CG(洲一ωE-恨 ωs)
.e r 

i(~-ω'(1-知的)

of fq. (A・40)becαnes. 

We can see from (A・41)that the chromat1cfty appears on1y fn the 

exponential and modfffed Bessel functfons. the argument of which can 

広=ZRmcγ)ei 11l. ~S 
and ignore the mode coup1ing. and we U5e the fol1owing relation5. 

fe-i妻宅倒込 e-imt/:>C; eiPB吟
~ r ei(p -S!c<) rs C8dtPS -imOS c{tpS""21t imJm((p-r/~>~) ， 

1cp)= 方)d.~YC B) e-iP8 

=で」fA宇rJ.e ~Rm(Y;> eimやse'l.まもω九-Lpe
正，r/CJ """"同'SJ t)T¥ 

リヨ
d 

where we abbreviate the subscript s of the rS for brevity， 

be rewrftten as， 

σ(nhが.(-rl旬)=ot((州十-)J.)ω。ーωf) ) 

ω~= !ωo  (chromat凶.yfreque州・
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where 
We can also obtain the sum rule of the transverse instabilfty in the 

same manner as the longitudinal instabflft.y as follows; we have from 

Eqs.(A・37)and (A・38)，

iz(菜白川-5(ω2+MS})

，，， ~ h-I ∞ 
=祐eUIU川

(A・40)

X.(!叩Fσ2(ト執行工mG。ユ(p一勝lJ，
and in the case of Eq.(A・39).we have 

7.L.こ(S21J _ 1. - ŵ -mω) 
h んIl-U令 Hlω'5'

ω。sr∞
ー万E:/e 五三ム(叫が)ω。+ω~ ，.mω's>
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(A-41 ) x~p[ーが{州+μ-~白?J I.仇[(1"1.(竹h -f;P.-'.5Id，)'J.J ， 
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